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Condensates of atoms with spins can have vortices of several types; these are related to the symmetry group
of the atoms’ ground state. We discuss how, when a condensate is placed in a small magnetic field that breaks
the spin symmetry, these vortices may form bound states. Using symmetry classification of vortex charge and
rough estimates for vortex interactions, one can show that some configurations that are stable at zero tempera-
ture can decay at finite temperatures by crossing over energy barriers. Our focus is cyclic spin-2 condensates
which have tetrahedral symmetry.
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I. VORTEX MOLECULES AND ASYMMETRY

In an image of a nematic liquid crystal by polarized light,
one can identify defects in the nematic order with various
topological charges.1,2 Bose condensates !see the books3,4"
form another “material” which can have topological defects.
In a spinor condensate,5–7 both the phase and spin textures
may be disrupted by defects.8 !See also Refs. 9 and 10 for
reviews of spinor condensates."

A topological defect in the phase of a superfluid is a quan-
tized vortex. If the circulation of a vortex is n h

m , then the
discontinuity in the phase as the defect is encircled is 2"n. In
a single-component superfluid, multiply-quantized vortices
!#n##1" are usually not stable. The widely known explana-
tion is that the energy of a vortex is proportional to n2. Thus
a doubly-quantized vortex !n2=4" can lower its energy by
splitting into two singly-quantized vortices. Similar argu-
ments can be formulated for multicomponent condensates,
but we will find that some vortices in these condensates can
be very long lived in spite of having large energies. These
metastable vortices should occur in condensates of atoms
with spin with imperfect rotational symmetry. A small pa-
rameter q, such as the interaction between the spins and the
magnetic field, describes the weak disruption. !We focus on
the cyclic condensates of spin-2 atoms, see Ref. 11."

Long-lived multiply-quantized vortices are particular ex-
amples of composite vortices, vortices that are made up of
several vortices bound together. Ground states with compli-
cated symmetries have many types of vortices, which can be
classified using group theory.12 Symmetry-violating fields
provide a force that can bind such vortices together so that
they form a “composite core” for a larger vortex, as shown
previously for vortices in He3.13,14 For a small value of q, the
composite core will consist of a set of vortices held loosely
together.

As q increases, this structure will contract so that it looks
more like a vortex with a single asymmetrical core. Asym-
metrical vortices and composite vortices occur in many con-
texts. The vortex-bound states in He3 have actually been
found.15,16 For He3, the asymmetry is produced by the
dipole-dipole interaction !which correlates spin and orbital
angular momentum" and the interaction with the magnetic
field. Turning to condensates, Ref. 17 predicts vortices for a

Bose-condensed gas of two atomic states when there is an rf
field producing coherent transitions between the states. The
binding of these vortices also comes from an asymmetry, but
the asymmetry comes from the dependence of the interaction
strength on the internal states of the atoms rather than from
an external magnetic field. Reference 18 studied vortices of
spinor atoms in a magnetic field and described composite
vortices as we do. Since the scenario involves rotation as
well as a magnetic field, the vortices would be held close to
the axis of the condensate by rotational confinement without
the magnetic field. With just a magnetic field, we show that
the vortices are still attracted to one another.

The vortices and the bound states they form are not hard
to picture by taking advantage of the fact that the state of a
spinor atom can be represented by a geometrical figure. The
appropriate shape depends on the type of condensate. For a
ferromagnetic condensate, a stake pointing in the direction of
the magnetization can represent the local state of the conden-
sate. Other condensates can be represented by more compli-
cated shapes. Now imagine a plane filled with identical
shapes !tetrahedra, for the cyclic phase", with orientations
varying continuously as a function of position, as in Fig. 6.
This shape field !or “spin texture”" together with a phase
field represents a nonuniform state of a condensate. If the
shapes rotate around a fixed symmetry axis as some point is
encircled then the spin texture has a topological defect at this
point !see Ref. 12 for the theory of defects". Such configu-
rations generalize vortices because they are accompanied by
persistent spin or charge currents. For each symmetry of the
tetrahedron, there will be a vortex when the Hamiltonian is
SU2 symmetric; we call such vortices “tetrahedral” vortices
because their order parameters explore the full space M of
orientations of a tetrahedron. The types of vortices in the
cyclic phase have been classified in Refs. 19 and 20. !Each
discrete subgroup of SU2 describes the vortices of some
phase for atoms of some spin;21 to find vortices for more
even more complicated groups such as SO5 or SO7, one
might want to study gases of spin-3

2 atoms.22,23"
Any tetrahedral vortex can exist when there is no mag-

netic field, but when a magnetic field is applied, the vortex
spectrum is decimated. The tetrahedra can rotate only around
the magnetic field direction. To understand this, note, for
example, that in the cyclic phase, the tetrahedra prefer to
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have an order-3 axis along the magnetic field !for appropriate
atomic parameters". Therefore the magnetic field rejects vor-
tices based on the other symmetry axes. The “field-aligned”
vortices, where the distant tetrahedra stay in the B!0
ground-state space Mq, are the only ones which the field
allows.

Even when a nonzero field rejects them, tetrahedral vorti-
ces can form stable composite vortices. Because of the way
vortex charges “add” when several objectionable vortices are
placed together, their combined field can align with the mag-
netic field beyond a great enough distance. Such a family of
vortices will form a stable configuration within the conden-
sate. The alignment condition keeps the vortices from sepa-
rating, and, in some cases, the “Coulomb” repulsion between
them keeps them from merging. Considered as a whole,
these vortices form the core of a composite field-aligned vor-
tex !Fig. 1".

A composite vortex is like the pulp and seeds of a fruit.
As emphasized in research on helium-3 vortices,13 the struc-
ture of such a fruit reflects the hierarchy of the order-
parameter space, with its nested subspaces, of increasing en-
ergy scales: Mq, M, and H !the whole Hilbert space,
corresponding to arbitrarily distorted tetrahedra". The seeds
are where the order parameter is in H!M !i.e., the tetrahe-
dra are distorted" and the pulp is where the order parameter
is in M!Mq !i.e., the tetrahedra have arbitrary orienta-
tions". Thus, the texture in the pulp !or composite core" be-
haves qualitatively as if q=0 and the seeds are the cores of
tetrahedral vortices.

Some of the vortex molecules for the cyclic phase are
metastable. Reference 18 mentions an interesting clue to
such a phenomenon; namely, there are multiple steady-state
wave functions describing a condensate with a given magne-
tization and rotational frequency. These local minima of the
energy function can maybe be analyzed using the group-
theoretic binding conditions we discuss in Sec. V D. For a
spinor condensate, wave functions for states besides the

ground state are experimentally important since the experi-
ments of Ref. 8, as well as the liquid crystal experiments of
Ref. 2, reveal complicated textures produced by chance; an
initial fluctuation around a uniform excited state becomes
unstable and evolves into an intricate nonequilibrium texture.
So it is useful to analyze spin textures which !like the meta-
stable vortex molecules considered here" are only local
minima of the Gross-Pitaevskii energy functional as well as
unstable equilibria considered in Ref. 24 !which take a long
time to fluctuate out of their initial configuration". The pro-
cess by which textures form out of uniform initial states has
been discussed in theoretical articles, including Refs. 25 and
26, on the statistics of the spin fluctuations and vortices that
are produced from this random evolution, Ref. 27, on the
spectrum of instabilities, and Refs. 28 and 29 on the dynam-
ics of spinor condensates. The experiments described in Ref.
30 show that the patterns that evolve in rubidium conden-
sates are probably affected by dipole-dipole interactions,
though we are not considering these. Dipole-dipole interac-
tions lead to antiferromagnetic phases,31 which maybe can be
described as ground-state configurations of vortices.

Besides just hoping for unusual types of vortices to form,
one can make a vortex lattice by rotating a condensate. The
vortices in a rotating multicomponent condensate have been
investigated theoretically in Ref. 32 for a two-component or
spin-1 condensate and Ref. 33 for a cyclic condensate. Ex-
periments can also make a single vortex of a prescribed
type.34–36 Excited by these possibilities, physicists have
come up with several types of vortices and topological de-
fects they would be interested in seeing: skyrmions,37,38

monopoles,39 and textures whose order-parameter-field lines
make linked loops,40 as well as the noncommutative vortices
of the cyclic phase whose bound states we will be studying
here.

II. OVERVIEW

The behavior of vortex molecules can be understood by
focusing on one example, as we do in this section. The re-
mainder of the paper provides a more complete discussion
and gives more detailed predictions. The two sections after
this one present the basic properties of the cyclic phase: Sec.
III summarizes the noncommutative group theory of combin-
ing vortex charges and the classification of the tetrahedral
vortices; Sec. IV estimates the elastic energies and Zeeman
energies of such clusters as functions of the charges of the
vortices. Next, Sec. V describes the chemistry of molecules,
giving formal criteria which determine what types of tetra-
hedral vortices form bound states or metastable states. The
last two sections illustrate the general approach with some
surprising examples !Sec. VI" and give some basic ideas
about how to observe metastable vortices !Sec. VII". The
reader can focus on the concepts introduced in this section as
well as the formal statement of the binding criteria !Sec.
V C", together with some of the applications—the decay
paths of metastable molecules !see Sec. V D", additional
types of vortex molecules !Sec. VI", or possible experiments.

A. Picturing the cyclic state

The key to our discussion of vortices in a cyclic con-
densate is the geometrical representation of a cyclic state

FIG. 1. A composite vortex reflects the hierarchy of the order-
parameter space. The size of a region increases as the energy scale
of its order parameter decreases. In the white, gray, and black re-
gions the order parameter moves from Mq to M to H. The charges
of the subvortices are tetrahedral charges, represented by $, and the
charge of the composite vortex is a field-aligned charge.
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by a tetrahedron !see Fig. 2". Without this representation,
a spin texture would be given by a spinor field
$%2!x ,y" ,%1!x ,y" ,%0!x ,y" ,%!1!x ,y" ,%!2!x ,y"%T; the fact that
this spinor lies in the ground-state manifold M would have
to be described by a set of polynomial relations between the
five components. A more revealing way to represent a spinor
is to draw a geometrical figure consisting of “spin nodes” !as
in Ref. 41" and in the cyclic phase, these spin nodes form the
vertices of a tetrahedron. !A similar construction can be used
to classify vortices in condensates of spin-3 atoms, see Ref.
42." Even without using the spin-node interpretation, one can
justify using tetrahedra to represent order parameters in the
cyclic phase because they are a concrete way of representing
the symmetry of this phase. Reference 19 found the symme-
try group of a state in the cyclic phase by finding all the pairs
n̂ ,& such that

e!i&F·n̂'3 ( '3, !1"

where F is the vector of spin-2 matrices !representing the
hyperfine spin of the atoms" and

'3 =&
'1

3

0

0

'2
3

0
( . !2"

The spinor 'n0'3 is a representative cyclic state if n0 is the
density of the condensate. The symmetry axes for this spinor
turned out to be the same as those for the tetrahedron in Fig.
2!a". The other ground states are obtained by applying rota-
tion matrices in spinor space. They are represented by the
corresponding rotation of the tetrahedron.

B. Distortions due to the magnetic field

The Hamiltonian for spin-2 atoms in a magnetic field is

H =) ) d2u* )2

2m
" %† " % + Vtot!%"+ . !3"

The potential Vtot has a simple expression11 in terms of the
density n=%†%, magnetization m=%†F%, and singlet-pair
amplitude *=%t

†% !%t stands for the time reversal of %",

Vtot!%" =
1
2

!&n2 + +m2 + c+#*#2" ! q%†Fz
2% ! ,%†% , !4"

where &, +, c, q, and , are parameters; , is the chemical
potential. The first three terms describe the rotationally sym-
metric interactions of pairs of atoms. The first one describes
repulsion between a pair of atoms and the next two terms
describe additional, smaller interactions that depend on the
spin states of the two colliding atoms. These terms determine
the ground state in the absence of a magnetic field, worked
out by Ref. 11. The cyclic phase occurs when + and c are
positive. !The spin-dependent interaction strengths + ,c+ can
be expressed in terms of differences of the scattering
lengths." Spin-2 and spin-1 atoms in a rotationally invariant
trap have been investigated experimentally in Refs. 8 and
43–46; Ref. 47 reviews more experimental phenomena. Ref-
erences 44 and 45 found values for & , +, and c for 87Rb that
are consistent with theoretical predictions, although even the
sign of c is not known for sure because c is small. Rubidium
is the closest element so far condensed to having a cyclic
ground state, but c is still believed to be negative, unless
some type of field is applied to adjust its value. Our theory
applies to atoms in the cyclic phase and we assume further-
more that c is of order 1 and that +-& to justify some
approximations.

The ground-state orientations in a magnetic field are cho-
sen from M by the quadratic Zeeman shift, which is the
fourth term of the energy function. For a magnetic field B
along the z axis, q(B2. !See Ref. 3 for the explanation of
why the quadratic Zeeman term q but not the linear term is
relevant if the condensate’s initial magnetization is zero. A
nonzero magnetization is described by a Lagrange multiplier
term !p,,d2x%†Fz%, which looks like a linear Zeeman cou-
pling. We assume p=0; a small p should also produce some
vortex-bound states, since, like q, it breaks the rotational
symmetry."

When B!0, the Zeeman effect gives rise to an extra sub-
division of the cyclic phase into two phases according to
whether c#4 or c.4. !Different transitions occur at very
low magnetic fields.33" The two phases can be found !see
Sec. IV A" by finding how the energy of a cyclic state varies
as a function of the orientation of the corresponding tetrahe-
dron

Vef f = !c ! 4"
3q2

4c+
!cos4 &1 + cos4 &2 + cos4 &3" , !5"

where &1, &2, and &3 are the angles between the z axis and
three-body axes A, B, and C fixed to the tetrahedron $see Fig.
2!a"%. When q!0, there is a phase transition at c=4, though
there is nothing special about c=4 in zero magnetic field.
The ground-state orientation of the tetrahedron has order-3
symmetry when c#4 and order-2 symmetry when c.4, as

FIG. 2. Geometrical representation of the cyclic phase. Two
orientations of a tetrahedron, corresponding to the spin nodes of the
ground-state spinor, are illustrated and the symmetry axes are la-
beled. The magnetic field is along the z axis !see the coordinate
axes at left". !a" An orientation with the magnetic field along an
order-3 axis, corresponding to the ground state 'n0'3 for c#4. !b"
An orientation with the magnetic field along an order-2 axis, corre-
sponding to the ground state for c.4, 'n0'2 $see Eq. !34"%. Note
that the three order-2 axes A ,B, and C are orthogonal so they can be
used as a set of body axes.
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illustrated in Figs. 2!a" and 2!b". When c#4 the absolute
ground-state space Mq=Mq3 contains all rotations about the
z axis !combined with rephasings" of 'n0'3, which have en-
ergy Vef fective=Vmin= !c!4"q2

4c+ .

C. Vortex molecule

This paper will predict several vortex molecules which
are stabilized by magnetic fields—some for each of the
phases illustrated in Fig. 2; these molecules are listed in
Table I. We will mostly assume c#4 until we have discussed
the first molecule in the table thoroughly.

Consider a single vortex associated with the rotation
through 180° of the ground-state tetrahedron $see Fig. 2!a"%
about the A axis, which is not parallel to the magnetic field,
!'2

3 ,0 ,'1
3 ". This vortex is described at large distances by

%!r,/" = e!i!//2"!1/'3"!'2Fx+Fz"'n0'3, !6"

where r ,/ are polar coordinates centered on the core of the
vortex. Such a vortex will be expelled by the condensate if
c#4 because its excess Zeeman energy density !relative to
the ground-state energy of the condensate Vmin" diverges
with the condensate size. According to Eq. !5" the energy is48

!c ! 4"!q2"
6+c

!sin2 /" . !7"

The tetrahedra are pointing in a direction disfavored by the
magnetic field !except the ones lined up along the positive
and negative x axis". The integrated energy is proportional to
the area

Emisalign -
q2R2

+c
, !8"

where R is the condensate’s radius.
A vortex based on a 180° symmetry cannot be the only

vortex in an infinite condensate, but it can form a partnership
with another vortex of the same type, producing a molecule
that can exist without costing too much energy. This is be-
cause the net charge of two of these vortices is compatible
with the magnetic field. The combination of two 180° rota-
tions of the tetrahedral order parameter about the A axis is a
360° rotation about the A axis, but since any rotation axis is
a 360° symmetry of the tetrahedron, this rotation axis can
change continuously on larger and larger circles. It can tilt
relative to the tetrahedra so that at large distances, they ro-

tate around the R axis instead. Then the R axis does not
precess, so it can stay aligned with the magnetic field, so that
the tetrahedra stay in Mq. A qualitatively correct expression
for this molecule is illustrated in Fig. 6.

The optimal size Lq of a composite vortex is determined
by the competition between the anisotropy-induced confine-
ment and the Coulomb repulsion one expects of like-signed
vortices. The Zeeman cost is restricted to the composite core
where the tetrahedra are tilted and may be estimated by re-
placing the total condensate size R in Eq. !8" by the
molecule-size L. On the other hand, the elastic energy cost of
rapid changes in the order parameter !the gradient term in the
Hamiltonian" pushes the vortices apart. The tetrahedra along
circles around the molecule rotate twice as far because the
two vortices act in concert. This effect is described by the
Coulomb energy !see Sec. IV B", 2"

n0)2

m lnR
L +"

n0)2

m ln L
ac

,
where m is the mass of the atoms in the condensate. The
terms describe the energy outside and inside the molecule.
The energy of the vortex molecule is therefore

E = k
q2L2

+
! "

n0)2

m
ln

L

ac
+ 2"

n0)2

m
ln

R

ac
, !9"

where k is a numerical constant. The equilibrium size, deter-
mined by minimizing over L, is

L - Lq =
)

q
'n0+

m
. !10"

This vortex molecule is not “absolutely stable” !see Sec.
V A". It has the same net rotation as three vortices each
involving a rotation through 120° about the R axis. If the two
vortices in the molecule were to coalesce in spite of their
Coulomb repulsion, then they could react to form these three
vortices, which have a lower energy and are not bound by the
Zeeman effect. The vortex molecule of the two A rotations is
metastable because thermal fluctuations can push them to-
gether, leading to such a fission process. The actual decay
process is described in Sec. V D.

III. TOPOLOGICAL CHARGES

Vortices are simplest to understand when the space of all
possible order parameters, the Hilbert space H, has a single
submanifold, N, of ground states rather than a hierarchy of
subspaces of lower and lower energies. Far away from any
texture in the spin field, the order parameter lies in N. Vor-

TABLE I. Examples of vortex molecules. The tetrahedral charges of the components of the molecules and
the net-aligned charge are given using the notation from Sec. III B. The condition on c describes which phase
the condensate has to be in for each molecule to be realized. The second molecule might actually not be
bound !see Sec. VI A".

Components Net Charge c Stable?

1 !A ,0"! !A ,0" !2" ,0"3 c#4 Metastable

2 !P!1 , 4"
3 "! !Q!1 , 4"

3 "! !R!1 , 4"
3 " !0,4""2 c.4 Metastable

3 !Q , 2"
3 "! !A ,0" !! 4"

3 , 2"
3 "3 c#4 Stable

4 None !4" ,0"2,3 Any value Metastable
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tices are classified by the topology of the circuit
%!R cos / ,R sin /" traced out in N by the order parameter
on a large circle containing a vortex or set of vortices. Al-
though there are many ways to add wiggles to a given cir-
cuit, only the circuit’s topological structure is important,
leading to a discrete set of possible vortex charges. Figure 3
shows how a circuit may be tangled with holes in the space
N. If the circuit describing the spin texture at infinity is
tangled, the order parameter must leave N in at least one
small region, the core of the vortex; to see this, imagine
contracting the large circle in the condensate to a point; the
corresponding circuit in order-parameter space cannot con-
tract to a point without leaving N.

Furthermore, as a field configuration evolves, the circuit
describing the field on a large circle can evolve only into
other circuits that are tangled in the same way; thus the vor-
tex charge is conserved. This generalizes circulation conser-
vation in a single-component condensate, such as helium 4.
The sum of the quantum numbers of a set of ordinary vorti-
ces is equal to the number of times that the wave function at
infinity winds around the circle that minimizes the Mexican
hat potential.49 For a multicomponent condensate, the tan-
gling of a circuit can be described by a group of generalized
winding numbers around the ground-state manifold N, called
the “fundamental group,” or "1!N".

For a symmetric order-parameter space, the topological
charge is the symmetry transformation that the order param-
eter undergoes as the vortex is encircled. Usually, all the
ground states can be obtained by applying a symmetry 0 to a
reference state %0. One can determine the topology of a set of
vortices by traveling from /=0 to 2" around a loop 1 en-
closing them !1 is parameterized by /, a variable ranging
from 0 to 2"". Each local ground state along the loop can be
expressed in the form

%!/" = D$0!/"%%0. !11"

$The symmetry 0 is taken from a group 2 with the same
local structure as the more complicated group of 2F+1
32F+1 matrices describing the symmetries of the spinors.
D!0" is the spin-2F+1 representation of 0.% One would like
to use the ratio of 0!2"" to 0!0" to name the vortex, but

there are multiple ways to choose 0 because the ground state
is symmetrical. However, after 0!/" is chosen randomly at
/=0, ambiguity can be avoided by making sure that 0!/"
changes gradually up to /=2". When / returns from 2" to
0 as the circuit closes, 0 may jump. The order parameter
itself is continuous, D$0!/=0"%%0=D$0!/=2""%%0, or

D!01"%0 = %0, !12"

where 01, the “magnitude” of the jump, is defined by

01 = 0!0"!10!2"" . !13"

Equation !12" shows that 01 is a symmetry of the ground-
state wave function. When the ground state has a discrete
symmetry group !as a tetrahedron has", 01 has only a dis-
crete set of possible values, and so 01 is called the topologi-
cal charge of the configuration. In order for these charges to
completely classify the vortex topology, 2 must be a simply
connected group.

Besides the conservation of topological charge, two fur-
ther properties of vortices follow from the geometry of the
internal ground-state space. First of all, the net winding or
topological “charge” of a curve surrounding a set of vortices
can be found by multiplying their individual charges to-
gether, where

01 = .
i

0i !14"

is the change of the order parameter around a loop 1 enclos-
ing a cluster of vortices with individual charges 0i. This rule
is the generalization of adding the n’s of ordinary vortices.
!The fundamental group can be noncommutative so one has
to multiply the charges together in the right order, see Ap-
pendix B." Vortex alchemy is therefore constrained by the
condition that such products do not change.

Second, the kinetic energy of a vortex can be estimated as
a function of the winding behavior at infinity. Kinetic energy
is the quantum-mechanical analog of elastic energy in a liq-
uid crystal; since it is proportional to #"%#2, it measures the
amount of variation of % on the large circle surrounding the
vortices. To minimize the energy, the loop traced out by % in
N therefore shrinks as much as is possible without leaving
N, becoming a geodesic. The energy of this most efficient
vortex is related to the geodesic’s length l by

E = /)2n0

m
ln

R

ac
0 l2

4"
, !15"

where R and ac are the radii of the condensate and the vortex
core. !Note that replacing l by 2"n gives the standard ex-
pression for a vortex in a scalar condensate."

A. Energy hierarchies and composite vortices

A small magnetic field introduces hierarchies into the
order-parameter space, leading to spin textures, as illustrated
in Fig. 1, that wind around one manifold at an intermediate
length scale and around a smaller manifold far away. To
describe this situation, it is useful to generalize the definition
of a vortex core: a core is a region where the wave function

FIG. 3. The order parameter at infinity of a vortex winds around
a loop $ in the order-parameter space N. !The space illustrated here
is the surface of a solid with an arch and two openings which the
order parameter passes through." Realistic order-parameter spaces
are usually more symmetrical.
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departs from any particular form. The black dots in Fig. 1 are
one type of core !we call them the “component cores”"; out-
side them the order parameter can be described by a gener-
alization of the “phase-only” approximation50

%!x,y" 1 e!i&!x,y"n̂!x,y"·Fei*!x,y"'n0'3. !16"

These vortices would ordinarily be referred to as “coreless”
because the density of the condensate does not drop to zero
in them. In fact, if &4+, the density is nearly uniform over
the whole condensate. Vortices never force the density to
vanish, as they do in an ordinary superfluid, because the
space S of spinors satisfying #%#='n0 is a ten-dimensional
sphere and does not have any necks for the order parameter
to get looped around. However, the cores can still be identi-
fied by changes in the magnetization.51

The gray region in Fig. 1 is the “composite core,” the
region where the order parameter departs from the following
form:

%!x,y" 1 e!i&!x,y"Fzei*!x,y"'n0'3. !17"

The composite core can be identified by the changing orien-
tation of the tetrahedra.

The energy scales corresponding to the order-parameter
spaces Mq, M, and H are Vtot!Vmin=0 , 5!q"= q2

+ and +n0
2

$see Eqs. !4" and !5" for the values of these energies; since
+-&, it sets the energy scale for the component cores%. The
condensate can move out of the ground state into one of the
higher-energy subspaces if forced to by topology, “spending
less space” in the manifolds with the greater energies. !A
temporal analog is saving gas by using a bicycle to get
around town, but renting a car for trips to go see the autumn
leaves in New Hampshire." The size Li of the ith nested core
region, where % is in the space Mi with energy scale 5i, turns
out to be the same as the ith healing length, the distance over
which the order parameter relaxes from Mi to the next
lower-energy space. To estimate this length in terms of the
energy scale 5i, assume equipartition between kinetic and
potential energies contained in the ith core so that 5i is equal
to K

Li
2 , a typical scale for the kinetic-energy density )2

2m #"%#2 at

this level of the hierarchy !the superfluid stiffness, K, is
)2n0

m ".
Hence, Li-'K

5i
. This estimate gives the size of the compos-

ite vortex core

Lq -'K+

q2 -
)

q
'n0+

m
, !18"

as obtained in Eq. !10" by balancing forces between the in-
dividual component vortices. The component cores have
typical diameters equal to the magnetic healing length

ac -' K

n0
2+

- )' 4"

n0+m
. !19"

Equations !16" and !17" imply that the charges of the com-
ponent vortices are “tetrahedral charges” and the net charges
of the composite vortices are “aligned charges.” These can
be classified based on the symmetry groups of M and Mq,
respectively. The symmetries of M and Mq can be param-
eterized by the simply-connected groups 2=G= 2!g ,*" #g

!SU2 and *!R3 and 2=Gq= 2!& ,*" #& ,*!R3, respec-
tively,

D!e!i&!n̂·!/2",*" = ei*!i&n̂·F !20"

Dq!&,*" = ei*!i&Fz. !21"

Both parameterizations are redundant—they ensure that the
62" phase vortices are assigned different charges even
though both involve a net phase change 1=e2"i. The vortex
charges are defined by Eq. !11" and Eq. !13" with %0
='n0'3,

$1 = !g1,*1" = !e!i&1n̂1·!/2,*1" = !g!0"!1g!2"",*!2"" ! *!0""
!22"

Q1 = !&1,*1"3 = $&!2"" ! &!0",*!2"" ! *!0"%3. !23"

A tetrahedral charge is described by one of the 24 symme-
tries of the tetrahedron g1 and a phase *1; two examples are
illustrated in Fig. 4. An aligned charge is described by the
angle &1, of a rotation of the tetrahedron around the mag-
netic field direction, and a phase. The subscript 3 indicates
that the tetrahedra rotate around a threefold symmetry axis
!for c#4".

We can now deduce, from Eq. !14", the formula which
ensures that a cluster of tetrahedral vortices !charges $i" can
combine together to survive in a magnetic field, as a com-
posite vortex with charge Q1= !& ,*"3,

.
i

gi = e!i&0z/2,

4
i

*i = * . !24"

Now let us consider the form of the fields around tetrahedral
vortex i. The spin texture will be rotationally symmetric

% = ei*i/2"/e!i&i/2"/n̂i!·F'n0'0, !25"

where / is now the azimuthal angle / centered at this vortex
and *i, &i, and n̂i! are constants. Because the tetrahedra near
this vortex may be tilted, we use 'n0'0, a generic member of
the cyclic order-parameter space. The axis n̂i! is a local sym-
metry axis for the tilted tetrahedra.

FIG. 4. Two tetrahedral vortices and their topological charges
including the rotational and phase portions. The axes of the rota-
tions, r̂, ĉ, point along the symmetry axes of the tetrahedron which
are labeled with R and C in Fig. 2. The first vortex is an aligned
vortex if the magnetic field is perpendicular to the plane and c#4.
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Now let us rewrite Eq. !25" in terms of '3. Let '0
=D!R ,7"'3 for some rotation R and phase 7 and rewrite Eq.
!25" as

%!/" = D!R,7"ei*i/2"/e!i&i/2"/n̂i·F'n0'3, !26"

where

n̂i = R!1!n̂i!" . !27"

We have used the transformation rule for angular momentum

D!R,7"†FiD!R,7" = 4
j=1

3

RijFj . !28"

!Rij is the 333 matrix describing the rotation in Cartesian
coordinates." Equation !26" expresses the vortex as a product
of a constant matrix D!R ,7" !the phase 7 is unimportant" and
a standardized vortex configuration. The transformation
D!R ,7" rotates the standardized configuration in spin space,
changing both the rotation axis !from n̂i to the local axis n̂i!"
and the orientation of the tetrahedra. The symmetry axis n̂i
has one of the special orientations illustrated in Fig. 2!a" and
the group element that classifies this vortex is $i

= !e!i&i!!·n̂i/2",ei*i". $Although Eq. !25" might seem to suggest
that there is a continuous family of vortices, one for each n̂i!,
the topological charge is defined in terms of how 'n0'3
transforms.%

B. Enumerating vortex charges

Let us start with the tetrahedral charges $see Eq. !22"%,
$= !g ,*". We will introduce a geometrical notation for the
symmetries g of the tetrahedra, which are elements of SU2.
Surprisingly, SU2 is necessary for classifying vortices even
when one is dealing with integer spin particles. In SU2, ro-
tation angles are defined modulo 4" rather than 2". There-
fore any rotation can be described as a rotation through an
angle & around some axis, where !2".&82", and a nega-
tive angle refers to a clockwise rotation. The 12 symmetries
of the tetrahedron according to the ordinary method of count-
ing become 24. Ordinarily, one considers a clockwise 240°
rotation around an axis to be the same as the counterclock-
wise 120° rotation. The corresponding SU2 matrices, how-
ever, differ by a minus sign. This is more than a technical
point: the corresponding vortices cannot deform into one an-
other and in fact have different energies.

Let us describe g with reference to the tetrahedron in Fig.
2!a". We refer to the minimal rotation around a given axis
using just the label of the axis; hence S , P ,Q, and R refer to
the rotations through 120° counterclockwise as viewed from
the tips of the corresponding arrows and A ,B, and C refer to
counterclockwise rotations through 180° about A ,B, and C.
Rotations through larger angles can be written as powers of
these rotations. Thus, P2= P!4 is a 240° rotation and P3

=A2=!id.
Substituting 01=ei*e!i&n̂·F into Eq. !12" gives a relation-

ship between * and g,19,20 so the phases which may accom-
pany a given rotational symmetry form an arithmetic se-
quence, *0+2"m. !The value of *0 can be found
geometrically, see Ref. 42." Working out the value of *0

shows that an S , P ,Q, or R rotation-vortex always involves a
fractional phase shift of 2"

3 plus a multiple of 2", while the
A ,B, and C vortices do not have fractional phase shifts.
Hence, the vortex types are !6id ,2"m", !Rn , 2"n

3 +2"m",
and !6A ,2"m", where n= 61, 62 and m is an integer, as
well as the corresponding vortices with R replaced by P, Q,
or S and A replaced by B or C.

One can work out explicit expressions for the SU!2" ele-
ments corresponding to given rotations. For example, let us
find the SU!2" element corresponding to A; since the rotation
angle is 180°,

A = e!i"!â·0/2" = ! iâ · ! , !29"

where â is the A axis. Note that the tetrahedron has its ver-
tices at !0,0 ,!1", !! 2'2

3 ,0 , 1
3 ", !

'2
3 ,'2

3 , 1
3 ", and !

'2
3 ,!'2

3 , 1
3 ".

The A axis bisects the segment connecting the last pair of
points; the midpoint of these two points is

1
2

!p̂ + q̂" = /'2
3

,0,
1
3
0 . !30"

The unit vector â is obtained by normalizing this vector, so

â = /'2
3

,0,'1
3
0 . !31"

Hence by Eq. !29",

A = ! i'2
3

0x ! i'1
3

0z. !32"

The net charge of a set of vortices, Eq. !14", is found by
adding their phases and multiplying the g matrices for the
vortices of the set, identifying the result as one of the rota-
tions An ,Bn , Pn, etc. This procedure completely determines
the SU!2" product element, whereas the geometric method of
applying the appropriate sequence of rotations to a tetrahe-
dron does not determine the sign of the SU!2" matrix.

We will describe a vortex reaction with the following no-
tation:

!! id,0" ! /R,
2"

3
0 ! /R,

2"

3
0 ! /R,!

4"

3
0 . !33"

The ! is a reminder that the products of the charges on both
sides have to be equal.

Another useful cyclic spinor is

'2 =&
1
2

0

! i
'2

0
1
2

( . !34"

This spinor corresponds to the tetrahedron in Fig. 2!b". Its
vertices are at the points of the form !6 1

'3 , 6 1
'3 , 6 1

'3 " if we
restrict the choices of signs so that there are always 0 or 2
minus signs. The A, B, and C axes of the tetrahedron are
aligned with the x, y, and z coordinate vectors. These simple
axes make this orientation more convenient for working out
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the charge matrices and checking tetrahedral charge conser-
vation. $For example, p̂= ! 1

'3 ,! 1
'3 ,! 1

'3 ", since vertex P is in
the x#0,y.0,z.0 octant. Thus P=e!i!"/3"p̂·!= !1! i0x
+ i0y + i0z" /2.%

When c#4, the ground-state space is Mq3. Vortices are
described as in Eq. !23" by an ordered pair !& ,*"3, with the
subscript 3 indicating that this phase has order-3 symmetry.
The continuity of the wave function’s phase limits the vortex
types to the form

Q = !&,*"3 = /2"m

3
,2"/m

3
+ n00

3
. !35"

According to Eq. !24", the component vortices’ charges
!gi ,*i" in a molecule of this net charge must satisfy

.
i

gi = Rm,

4
i

*i = 2"/m

3
+ n0 . !36"

When c.4, minimizing Eq. !5" implies that the magnetic
field axis is an order-2 symmetry and the ground-state space
is Mq2, the rephasings and rotations about z of 'n0'2. Now
!& ,*"2 specifies the vortex types. The possibilities are

Q = !&,*"2 = !"m,2"n"2. !37"

The relation between Q and its component tetrahedral vorti-
ces is similar to Eq. !36", with C appearing instead of R.

IV. ENERGIES AND SYMMETRIES

This section continues the analysis of the energy function
Eq. !3" by considering the effects of the magnetic field and
the kinetic energy on the energy of textures.

A. Anisotropy potential

The orientation of the tetrahedron that is preferred by a
magnetic field along the z axis is determined by an effective
potential, a function of the orientation of the tetrahedron. As
long as

q - n0+ , !38"

the tetrahedron will be only slightly deformed as it rotates.
This deformation is described by a space M! displaced by a
distance on the order of q

n0+ from the space M of perfect
tetrahedra. The spinors in the distorted space are given by

% = 'n0D!R,7"'2 + 9% , !39"

where D!R ,7" is the spin-2 rotation matrix corresponding to
the rotation R of space multiplied by a phase. The distortion
9% depends on the orientation R. Equation !16" does not
explicitly mention this distortion for convenience. In this
section, we use 'n0'2 as the standard spinor orientation in-
stead of 'n0'3 to simplify calculating the energy; conve-
niently, the body axes A ,B, and C of the corresponding tet-
rahedron for the former state are aligned with the coordinate

axes x̂ , ŷ, and ẑ. The body axes of the rotated state
D!R"'n0'2 !which make the angles &1 ,&2, and &3 with the z
axis" are thus R!x̂" ,R!ŷ", and R!ẑ". Therefore the z compo-
nent of the spin, in terms of the components of the spin along
the body axes, is

D!R"†FzD!R" = cos &1Fx + cos &2Fy + cos &3Fz. !40"

This expression can be understood by taking the inner prod-
uct between the spin, !Fx ,Fy ,Fz" in the body coordinates and
the ẑ vector whose body coordinates are
!cos &1 ,cos &2 ,cos &3",

At first order the quadratic Zeeman effect does not have
any dependence on the orientation of the tetrahedron because
a cyclic spinor is “pseudoisotropic,” i.e., '2

†FiFj'2=29ij. The
first-order energy is thus given by

5qFz
26 1 n0q'2

†D!R"†Fz
2D!R"'2

1 n0q 4
i,j=1

3

cos &i cos & j'2
†FiFj'2 1 2n0q , !41"

which does not prefer any orientation of the tetrahedron. In
the last step we used

4
i=1

3

cos2 &i = 1, !42"

which follows from the fact that ẑ, a unit vector, has body
coordinates !cos &1 ,cos &2 ,cos &3".

To find the second-order energy due to the quadratic Zee-
man effect, which will break the tie, we have to find the
deformed state and its energy. The deformation 9% is deter-
mined by minimizing the total interaction and Zeeman en-
ergy in Eq. !4" for each given orientation R. Now if the
deformation is not restricted somehow, the “deformation”
which minimizes the energy will be very large, involving the
tetrahedron rotating all the way to the absolute ground state.
We therefore allow only deformations of the form

9% = dD!R,7"'2 +
1
'2

!aD!R,7"Fx'2 + bD!R,7"Fy'2

+ cD!R,7"Fz'2" + !e + if"D!R,7"'2t, !43"

where a ,b ,c ,d ,e, and f are real numbers. !These terms cor-
respond to the excitation modes of the cyclic state presented
in Ref. 52" This correction only perturbs % in six of the ten
directions in the Hilbert space. The other four directions are
accounted for by the rotation R and the phase 7 which would
be Goldstone modes when q=0. !Of course, the energy re-
mains 7 independent even when q!0." The particular six
stiff deformations in Eq. !43" are chosen because they are
orthogonal to infinitesimal rotations and rephasings of the
tetrahedral state. We have to find the deformations that mini-
mize Vtot, Eq. !4", for each rotation R.

To evaluate Vtot, note that D!R ,7" cancels from all the
terms in the energy except for the Zeeman term, where one
can use Eq. !40". The resulting expression for the energy
density reads
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Vtot!%" =
1
2

&!%̃†%̃"2 +
1
2

+!%̃†F%̃"2 +
1
2

:#%̃t
†%̃#2 ! ,%̃†%̃

! q 4
i,j=1

3

cos &i cos & j%̃
†FiFj%̃ , !44"

where %̃='n0'2+d'2+ $1'2 !aFx'2+bFy'2+cFz'2"%+ !e+ if"'2t
is the perturbed wave function without the rotation. !Work-
ing with %̃ is equivalent to fixing the orientation of the tet-
rahedron and rotating the magnetic field." The effective po-
tential Eq. !5" is obtained by minimizing Vtot over a ,b , . . .
while keeping R fixed. Some details of this minimization are
in Appendix A.

The effective potential justifies regarding Lq as a type of
healing length, the “tetrahedron tipping length:” when the
tetrahedra are rotated out of the appropriate ground-state ori-
entation at the edge of a condensate, the competition be-
tween the kinetic energy and the anisotropy energy, by Eq.
!5", encourages the order parameter to return to Mq within
the distance Lq- )

q
'n0+

m .
Now the ground states can be found as a function of c.

When c#4, a short calculation shows that Eq. !5" has its
minimum at cos &i= 6 1

'3 , i=1,2 ,3; i.e., when the magnetic
field is along the line connecting a vertex of the tetrahedron
to the opposite face or vertex. Hence the order-parameter
space Mq is as given in Eq. !17". When c.4, the effective
potential is minimized by taking !cos &1 ,cos &2 ,cos &3"
= !61,0 ,0" !or some permutations"; i.e., one of the lines
joining an opposite pair of edges of the tetrahedron should be
parallel to the magnetic field !see Fig. 2".

For c#4, the tetrahedron can point either along or oppo-
site to the magnetic field, breaking time-reversal symmetry
spontaneously. In fact, Appendix A shows that these ground
states are ferromagnetic—they have small magnetizations
pointing in the direction opposite the apex of the tetrahedron
!either parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field". The
symmetry breaking is spontaneous because the quadratic
Zeeman term is time-reversal invariant.53 The appearance of
the magnetization for c#4 can be understood intuitively us-
ing the geometrical representation of Ref. 41. When a mag-
netic field is applied along the z axis, the tetrahedron repre-
senting a cyclic state is compressed toward the xy plane;
moving the spin nodes away from the north and south poles
increases the probability that Fz= 62 !see Ref. 41" and thus
decreases the quadratic Zeeman energy. In particular, the
base of the tetrahedron illustrated in Fig. 2!a" gets pushed
toward the vertex at !ẑ. This distorted tetrahedron has a non-
zero magnetization.

We can also understand intuitively the transition as c de-
creases by comparing the distortion just described to the dis-
tortion of Fig. 2!b". Compressing this tetrahedron pushes its
upper and lower edges together, toward the xy plane. In a
perfect tetrahedral state, m=%†F%=0 and *=%t

†%=0, mini-
mizing the interaction energies in Eq. !4". On the other hand,
when q!0, the compressed version of Fig. 2!a" has a non-
zero magnetization while the compressed version of Fig. 2!b"
is symmetric between 6z and therefore has zero magnetiza-
tion but has a nonzero *. Therefore the orientation of the

ground-state tetrahedron is determined by whether m2 or #*#2
is the more important term in the Hamiltonian.

The main source of anisotropy is different at sufficiently
low magnetic fields;33 the cubic Zeeman effect, proportional
to B3, then dominates over the effective potential in Eq. !5",
proportional to B4. Nevertheless B can be increased enough
for the order B4 effect we have calculated to dominate over
the B3 effect without invalidating the perturbation theory just
described. This is possible because the denominator n0+ in
Eq. !5" is small compared to the hyperfine energy splitting
AHF. For spin-2 atoms the effect of the magnetic field is
given by

Vnz = %†'!,BB"2 + AHF
2 + AHF,BBFz% , !45"

where AHF is the hyperfine coupling. It follows that the qua-
dratic and cubic Zeeman effects are qFz

2=
,B

2B2

8A Fz
2 and

,B
3B3

16A2 Fz
3.

The analysis we have given applies when the magnetic field
is weak enough that the wave function is not drastically dis-
torted, Eq. !38", but strong enough for the second-order ef-
fect of the quadratic Zeeman term to dominate over the cubic
Zeeman term. These conditions combine into

n0+ - ,BB - 'AHFn0+ . !46"

For 87Rb at density 531020 /m3, n0+=3 nK and AHF
=160 mK while ,B=67 ,K /Gauss; hence the anisotropy
potential used here is actually valid for a wide range of mag-
netic fields—between 0.04 mG and 0.3 G.

B. Kinetic energy and the energy index

The interaction between scalar vortices, which arises be-
cause the kinetic energy in their superflow depends on the
distance between them, takes the form of a two-dimensional
Coulomb interaction54 which is proportional to n1n2 ln r12,
where n1 and n2 are the circulation quantum numbers and r12
is the distance between the vortices. For noncommutative
vortices in a phase with more symmetry, the leading behavior
of the interaction is similar, depending on topological
charges, Eq. !22", and varying logarithmically with the dis-
tance between vortices.

Consider an isolated vortex first. Since the interaction en-
ergy Vtot is constant !and equal to its minimum" at infinity,
kinetic energy determines the form of the vortex at great
distances. In order for the kinetic energy to be minimal, the
field on a circle around it should trace out a geodesic, as
mentioned above. To see this suppose the vortex is given far
away by the radius-independent expression

%!r,/" = 'n0F!/" !47"

for an appropriate spinor function F!/". The kinetic energy
outside the core of radius ac is
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E 1) ) d2r
)2

2m
" %† " %

1 )
0

2"

n0#F!!/"#2d/)
ac

R )2

2mr2rdr

1
)2n0

2m
ln

R

ac
)

0

2"

#F!!/"#2d/ . !48"

Now the curve parameterized by F!/" adjusts itself so as to
minimize the last integral, while maintaining the topology of
the circuit traced out by F!/" in the order-parameter space.
One can show that an integral of this form is minimized
when F!/" traces out a closed geodesic in the ground-state
space. The length of a closed curve is defined by
,0

2"#F!!/"#d/, so it is not surprising that the geodesic of
charge $, which minimizes this expression, also minimizes
Eq. !48".55 Furthermore, if the geodesic has length l$, then
,0

2"d/#F!!/"#2=
l$
2

2" .
The cyclic order-parameter space can be obtained from a

perfect sphere in four dimensions by tiling this sphere with
24 identical regions and identifying corresponding points
!just as one constructs a torus from a periodically tiled crys-
tal". The closed geodesics of the cyclic order-parameter
space are represented by arcs of great circles connecting cor-
responding points. Great circles are described by Eq. !25".
Hence in the field of a minimum-energy vortex, the tetrahe-
dra rotate at a fixed rate around a single axis. !For a shape
less isotropic than a tetrahedron, the order parameter would
rotate around a wobbling axis according to Euler’s rigid-
rotation equations." Substituting the symmetrical F!/" into
Eq. !48" gives50

E 1
)2n0

2m
ln

R

ac
) d/%†/! &

n̂ · F
2"

+
*

2"
02

%

1
)2n0

4"m
ln

R

ac
*&2/ninjQij +

s!s + 1"
3

0 ! 2&*niMi + *2+ ,

!49"

where the general expression for any spin s and any phase
has been given in terms of the quantum fluctuation matrix
Qij =

1
n0

!%† FiFj+FjFi

2 %"! s!s+1"
3 9ij and the magnetization per par-

ticle Mi=
mi

n0
. The spin-2 tetrahedron state appears to be iso-

tropic as long as one does not go beyond second-order corr-
elators, as seen from the following calculations:

5'3#Fi#'36 = 0, !50"

5'3#FiFj#'36 = 29ij , !51"

and hence M =Q=0. Equation !49" implies that the energy is
proportional to l$

2 = !*2+2&2", a generalization of the
Pythagorean theorem showing how to combine the amount
of rephasing and rotation to get the total geodesic length. A
spin rotation costs twice as much energy as a rephasing by
the same angle.

In order to study vortex stability and Coulomb forces, let
us define the “energy index,”

IE = / l$

2"
02

= / *

2"
02

+ 2/ &

2"
02

, !52"

which is a fraction for each tetrahedral charge from Sec.
III B. The energy of a vortex is given as

")2n0

m ln R
ac

IE!$", a
multiple of the energy of an ordinary phase vortex. The force
between a pair of vortices can be expressed very simply in
terms of IE.

The force follows from an estimate of the energy of a
cluster of vortices. Using ideas from Ref. 56, we think of the
cluster as forming the “core” of a bigger vortex, as illustrated
in Fig. 5. !We are not necessarily assuming that the vortices
are bound together." Draw a circle of radius X just around the
group of vortices. The kinetic energy can then be found as
the sum of the energies outside and inside of X; for the case
illustrated in the figure this energy is approximately

"
n0)2

m
/*IE!X"ln

R

LX
+ + 7$IE!1" + IE!2" + IE!3"%ln

LX

ac
80 ,

!53"

where LX is the diameter of the group being combined to-
gether and R is the radius of whole system. The first term
describes the energy outside of X. Sufficiently far outside of
X, the field should have the form of a rotationally symmetric
vortex. Hence the energy outside X is given by an expression
such as in Eq. !49", except that ac must be replaced by LX.
The energy inside X is approximated by adding the energies
of the three vortices in it, which are calculated such as in Eq.
!49" but now with R replaced by LX.

The general expression for the energy of a set of vortices
with charges $i, after rearranging the formula to emphasize
the dependence on the diameter of the set L, is

EK 1
)2"n0

m *4
i

IE!$i" ! IE/.
i

$i0+ln
L

ac

+
)2"n0

m
IE/.

i
$i0ln

R

ac
. !54"

The error resulting from ignoring the overlaps between the
vortices’ fields can be estimated if we assume that q=0. In
this case, the only form of energy outside the vortex cores is
the kinetic energy which has a symmetry under rescaling.
Therefore !as pointed out in Ref. 56", the difference between
Eq. !54" and the actual energy has the form

FIG. 5. A group of vortices is combined into the core of a
composite vortex X. The energy outside the blacked-out core is
calculated from the resultant winding number of the vortices inside
and the energy inside the core is calculated by looking inside the
core to see which vortices are actually there.
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;E =
"n0)2

m
f/L13

L12
,
L14

L12
,
L23

L12
, . . .0 + O/ac

L
0 , !55"

where the Lij’s refer to the distances between pairs of vorti-
ces. This correction can be ignored relative to the order ln L

ac

terms kept in Eq. !53" as long as the vortex spacings all have
the same order of magnitude, since in this case f has no
singularity. The function f depends on the details of how the
vortex textures are spliced together.

When there are just two vortices, the force between them
can be calculated by differentiating Eq. !54", giving
!

)2"n0

mL $IE!$1"+ IE!$2"! IE!$1$2"%. This is exact !if L4ac and
q=0" since for two vortices, the error in the energy, Eq. !55",
has to be a constant.57 For any number of vortices, Eq. !54"
shows that dE

dL is negative or positive, or equivalently, the
vortices repel or attract each other, accordingly as the index
of the combined vortex is greater or less than the sum of the
separate vortices’ indices.

Unlike the Coulomb interaction between vortices in an
ordinary scalar superfluid, the interaction energy cannot be
written as a sum of two-vortex interaction terms.58 In fact,
just knowing that any two vortices of a subset repel one
another does not guarantee that they do not collectively at-
tract one another. An example is the set of three !A ,0" vor-
tices of index 1

2 . Two of them together make the vortex
!!id ,0" of index 2 while all three of them combine into
!!A ,0" of index 1

2 . Appendix B describes additional strange
effects because of the charge multiplication being noncom-
mutative.

V. CHEMISTRY OF VORTICES

In this section we will first discuss stability of isolated
tetrahedral vortices and then determine when these vortices
can combine to form molecules !and what the spin texture
around a molecule looks like". Some of these molecules are
only metastable and can each break up in several ways.

Briefly, bound states of vortices can form from stable tet-
rahedral vortices. As shown in Sec. V A, these are the vorti-
ces based on 120° symmetries of a tetrahedron, accompanied
by a phase shift of 2"

3 or ! 4"
3 , and vortices based on 180°

symmetries without a phase shift. Vortices with larger rota-
tions or phase shifts will not occur as components of mol-
ecules. The net charge of the bound state must be field
aligned.

A. Stable tetrahedral vortices

Only stable tetrahedral vortices will be found in the core
region of composite vortices. A vortex of charge $ is stable if
there is a restoring force when $ is forced to break up into
the fragments $i. The energy of the fragments can be found
by substituting from Eq. !52" into Eq. !54" and increases
with L only if 4i!*i

2+2&i
2"# !*2+2&2". Therefore a vortex is

absolutely stable if

4
i
/ *i

2"
02

+ 2/ &i

2"
02

# / *

2"
02

+ 2/ &

2"
02

,

for every set of $i= !e!i!&i0·n̂i/2" ,ei*i" such that

.
i

$i = $ . !56"

We call this criterion absolute stability because it ensures
that there are no lower energy states the vortex could decay
to. Even if such states exist, there may be barriers which
prevent the vortex from breaking up spontaneously, but let us
assume for simplicity that such barriers do not exist for tet-
rahedral vortices. !We will show that analogous barriers do
exist for composite vortices, whose core structure we can
understand more easily."

Let us now find all the stable vortices. The result will be
that the one-third circulation vortex and the currentless vor-
tex

/R,
2"

3
0 ,

!C,0" , !57"

as well as their inverses and conjugates, are stable. Besides
these,

/R,!
4"

3
0 ,

!2",0" !58"

might be stable. The former $which is obtained by subtract-
ing a phase of 2" from !R , 2"

3 "% is more likely to be stable
than the latter. To obtain this result we must find ways for all
the other vortices to break up. For example, the vortex
!id ,4"" can break up into two !id ,2""’s, halving the energy.
We can generalize this example to infinitely many cases: any
vortex with charge !g ,*" whose circulation * is bigger than
2" can break up into !g ,*!2"" and !0,2"" since *2

# !2""2+ !*!2""2. This leaves only finitely many vortices:
the ones with phase-winding numbers not more than 2".
Aside from the vortices listed in Eq. !57" !and their inverses
and conjugates", all the remaining vortices can break up as
well. Their decay processes can be found by trial and error
by multiplying together different combinations of tetrahedral
charges until one finds a charge-conserving decay:

!1" !!id ,0" can break up into !C ,0"! !C ,0" or
!R ,2" /3"! !R ,2" /3"! !R ,!4" /3".

!2" !!id ,2""! !R , 2"
3 "! !R , 2"

3 "! !R , 2"
3 ".

!3" !R2 ,4" /3" can break up into !R ,2" /3"! !R ,2" /3" and
also !S!1 ,4" /3"! !C ,0".

!4" !R2 ,!2" /3"!!S!1 ,! 2"
3 "! !C ,0".

!5" !C ,2""!!R , 2"
3 "! !S!1 , 4"

3 ".

!6" !0,2"" has the same charge as !R , 2"
3 "! !R!1 , 4"

3 ".

!7" !R ,! 4"
3 " has the same charge as !P!1 ,! 2"

3 "! !Q!1 ,! 2"
3 ".

Breakups 1–5 lower the energy index and therefore lower
the total energy by a logarithmically growing amount. On the
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other hand, the stability of the two vortices in Eq. !58" is
unclear. Breakups 6 and 7 may either increase or decrease
the energy, since they do not change the energy index and
hence the remainder term in Eq. !54" needs to be taken into
account. The vortex !0,2"" is probably unstable if &4+
because a pure phase vortex has to have an empty core !with
energy density of order &n0

2", while the two fragments it
would break up into just have noncyclic cores !energy of
order +n0

2".59 Whether !R ,! 4"
3 " is stable or not we do not

guess and the answer may depend on c.

B. Vortex molecules at qÅ0 and their spin textures

In this section we will describe a qualitative wave func-
tion for the first example in Table I to improve on the sche-
matic Fig. 1. Equation !36" states that a “molecule” made of
the $i’s has an aligned charge; therefore it will not be ex-
pelled by the condensate. In particular, the example molecule
has $1=$2= !A ,0" and Q= !2" ,0"3. Equation !36" follows
by checking that A=e!i!"/2'3"!'20x+0z" and A2=!id.

Writing a wave function that describes this example even
qualitatively is a little more complicated than this simple

calculation suggests. Just juxtaposing two A vortices next to
one another gives a configuration which still has a large en-
ergy because the tetrahedra rotate 360° at infinity around the
A axis instead of the R axis. A possible wave function with-
out this shortcoming is illustrated in Fig. 6. We can build this
wave function up in stages.

The straightforward juxtaposition is described by

%misalign = e!i/2!/1+/2"!'2/3Fx+!1/'3"Fz"'n0'3, !59"

where /i=arctan
y!yi

x!xi
is the polar angle measured with respect

to the location !xi ,yi"= 6 ! L
2 ,0" of the ith vortex. This wave

function takes the form %1e!i/!1/'3"!'2Fx+Fz"'n0'3 at infinity
where /1 and /2 approach /. The tetrahedra rotate around a
tilted axis, so they do not stay aligned appropriately with the
magnetic field except on the x axis and the y axis !where the
tetrahedra are reversed, but this is still a ground state". An-
other attempt, which uses the R axis instead of the A axis to
eliminate the tilting of the tetrahedra,

%discontinuous = e!i/2!/1+/2"Fz'n0'3, !60"

is a complete fiasco, since this function is not continuous
along the line connecting the two cores. !The R axis has the

FIG. 6. An illustration of the composite vortex !A ,0"! !A ,0". The magnetic field is perpendicular to the figure, so the tetrahedra prefer
to be oriented with a face or a vertex facing up !since c#4". The two small circles enclose the 180° vortices, with symmetry axes indicated
by black dots. Large circle indicates the transition region where the axis of the 360° rotation changes relative to the tetrahedra, from the A
to the R axis. The figure uses a functional form with a rapid jump for ,!r" $unlike in Eq. !64"% for simplicity, so that the transition region
does not overlap the cores. For the probably more realistic form given by Eq. !64", the tetrahedra are already tipped at the centers of the
vortices so that the local rotation axes n̂i! do not have the standard orientations illustrated in Fig. 2!a".
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wrong symmetry, so as !x ,y" circles around !x2 ,y2";
%discontinuous changes from '3 to e!i"Fz'3!'3." A hybrid of
Eqs. !59" and !60", illustrated in Fig. 6, has neither of these
problems,

% = e!i/$Fx sin ,!r"+Fz cos ,!r"%

3ei/!'2Fx+Fz"/'3e!i/2!/1+/2"*'2
3

Fx+!1/'3"Fz+'n0'3,

!61"

where ,!r" must satisfy

,!0" = arccos'1
3

, !62"

,!<" = 0. !63"

For example, we could define

cos ,!r" =' r2 + D2

r2 + 3D2 , !64"

where D can be used as a variational parameter.
Figure 6 illustrates this wave function. Note that the tet-

rahedra within the large circle have a texture similar to the
one described by the initial guess; the tetrahedra 3 rows in
from this circle as they rotate through 360° about the order-2
axis bisecting their right edge, producing all sorts of arbitrary
orientations. The 360° axis changes from the A axis to the R
axis as one crosses through the transition region indicated by
the large circle. As you follow a radius outward past the
circle, the tetrahedra are tipped by appropriate amounts and
end up being aligned with the magnetic field. Indeed, the first
two factors fix the field up at infinity by applying a continu-
ously varying rotation to the overall texture. These factors
change the axis from A to R at large r as one can see by
replacing /11/2 by / and using Eq. !63". !The amount of
tipping required depends on /; the tetrahedra on the negative
x axis have to be tipped the most, though their original ori-
entation is compatible with the magnetic field. The face
which is on top is changed. This reorientation is required to
make the amount of tipping continuous: the tipping angle
increases more and more as / goes from 0 to "."

The two extra factors also do not produce any singulari-
ties. Although they seem to have a vortexlike discontinuity at
the origin, the discontinuity cancels on account of Eq. !62".
Near !6 D

2 ,0", the texture does have vortices, of the form
described by Eq. !26", where the tetrahedra are rotated
around a tilted axis. Since the tetrahedra are tilted so that this
axis lines up with their axis of symmetry, there is no branch
singularity. For example, near vortex 2,

% 1 e!i"$Fx sin ,!L/2"+Fz cos ,!L/2"%e!!i/2+i"/2"!'2/3Fx+'1/3Fz"'n0'3.

!65"

$According to Eq. !28", the local symmetry axis n̂! is the
rotation of the standard axis '2

3 x̂+'1
3 ŷ through a half-turn

about x̂sin ,! L
2 "+ ŷcos ,! L

2 ".%
In short, though !A ,0"2= !!id ,0", the cancellation of the

Zeeman energy at infinity is not automatic. The topological
classification just implies that the field in Eq. !59" can be

deformed so that it aligns with the magnetic field at infinity,
but does not say how to do it.

The kinetic energy of this composite vortex, according to
Eq. !54", is

EK 1
)2"n0

m
22IE$!A,0"%

! IE$!! id,0"%3ln
L

ac
+

")2n0

m
IE$!! id,0"%ln

R

ac
.

!66"

Adding the Zeeman energy now gives Eq. !9", except that k
depends on the ratio of D and L, which can be optimized
over for greater accuracy. The optimal scale for L is of order
Lq $see Eq. !10"%. The equilibrium vortex separation is thus
equal to the healing length for the orientation of tetrahedra,
just as the core size of a spin vortex in a spin-1 condensate is
equal to the magnetic healing length. In contrast, if a pair of
tetrahedral vortices is stretched beyond the orientation-
healing length, a “cord” of tipped tetrahedra of width Lq
forms between them—a simple version of the string imag-
ined to hold the quarks together in a rapidly rotating baryon.
Vortex molecules of the type described here do not have this
kind of stretched structure in equilibrium, since the Coulomb
force cannot push them apart farther than a distance of Lq.
!Smaller molecules occur when the component vortices have
a short-range repulsion as in examples 6 and 7 of Sec. V A."

The total energy of the molecule can be found by substi-
tuting Lq into Eq. !9" and using Eq. !19",

Evortex - 2"
n0)2

m
ln R

'mq

)
. !67"

We have dropped the contribution from the quadratic Zee-
man term since it is independent of q.

This formula can be compared to the energy one expects
for a simple vortex with the same charge !2" ,0"3,

Evortex = IE$!2",0"3%"
n0)2

m
ln

R

ac!
+ 5c, !68"

which includes a core energy 5c and introduces a parameter
ac! to allow us to redefine the core size physically. If we
take ac!=Lq, then the core energy has to be

5c 1 "
n0)2

m
ln

n0+

q
. !69"

The core’s energy is large when q!0 because it contains the
point vortices.

C. Binding criteria

This example can be generalized using a set of binding
criteria that ensure that a set of tetrahedral vortices will form
a stable or metastable composite vortex. These criteria pre-
vent a vortex molecule from breaking up into other mol-
ecules as illustrated in Fig. 7, even though the breakup may
not violate charge or energy conservation.
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!1" Each component vortex is one of the stable q=0 vor-
tices from Sec. V A and the net charge is aligned $see Eq.
!36"%.

!2" The kinetic energy would increase if any subset of the
component vortices coalesced into a single vortex.

!3" There is no way for the component vortices to form
submolecules that can break apart. This would
occur if the components could be rearranged and then parti-
tioned into r sets 2$1 ,$2 , . . . ,$ j1

3 , 2$ j1+1 ,$ j1+2 , . . . ,$j1

+ j23 , . . . , 2$ j1+j2+¯+jr!1+1 , $ j1+j2+¯+jr!1+2 , . . . , $ j1+j2+¯+jr
3

such that each subset forms a molecule that is compatible
with the magnetic field $i.e., .i=j1+¯+jk!1+1

j1+¯+jk $i= !Rk
mk ,2"$ mk

3
+nk%"% and such that the sum of the energy indices of these
submolecules is less than the energy index of the original
molecule.

The vortex molecule !A ,0"! !A ,0" clearly satisfies all
these conditions. Condition 1 is satisfied because !A ,0" is
one of the stable vortices found in Sec. V A. Condition 2 is
satisfied because the vortices repel each other. $For more
vortices, since the Coulomb interaction Eq. !54" is not a sum
of pairwise interactions, it is not enough to check that every
pair of vortices repels each other.% Condition 3 is easy to
check for a diatomic molecule such as this one, since it can
only break up into individual “atoms;” neither of the frag-
ments !A ,0" is compatible with the magnetic field.

D. Metastable vortices and how they decay

Not all of the vortex molecules satisfying the three con-
ditions above are absolutely stable. The only absolutely
stable aligned vortex types are

6/2"

3
,
2"

3
0

3
, 6 /2"

3
,!

4"

3
0

3
. !70"

For any other vortex topology Q= !& ,*"3, one can find vor-
tex topologies Qi such that .iQi=Q and

IE!Q" # 4
i

IE!Qi" . !71"

Point vortices with such a topology Q would likely break
apart spontaneously. !There is actually another pair of
charges that could be absolutely stable, but the energy index
estimate is not accurate enough to decide the issue

!0, 6 2""3, /6
4"

3
, =

2"

3
0

3
. !72"

These vortices can break up into pairs without changing the
net energy indices, reprising the ambiguous behavior of the
two vortices at the end of Sec. V A. Section VI B decides the
behavior of molecules with the second of these charges."

There are some composite vortices of other charges be-
sides the four listed in Eq. !70" which are long lived. The
absolute stability criterion misses this possibility because it
ignores the details of the vortex cores, drawing all its con-
clusions from the topology of the vortices far away; on the
other hand the molecular binding criteria from Sec. VI C
take the contents of the composite cores into account. Sup-
pose the initial vortex Q is a cluster of vortices as illustrated
in Fig. 7!a". The decay products discussed in the previous
paragraph, Qi, describe the topology of the final vortex clus-
ters. The energy of the vortices after the reaction $Fig. 7!b"%
is smaller if

Einit = IE!Q""
n0)2

m
ln

R

L
+ k ln

L

ac

# 4
i
*IE!Qi""

n0)2

m
ln

R

L
+ ki ln

L

ac
+ = Efin. !73"

The terms proportional to lnR
L stand for the kinetic energies

outside the composite cores and the terms proportional to
ln L

ac
stand for the energies within the composite cores; the

latter contributions do not matter once the composite vortices
are far apart !R4L". Therefore, the energy-index relation,
Eq. !71", implies that the energy decreases when Q
!Q1!Q2! ¯Qr.

At zero temperature, a vortex molecule satisfying the
binding criteria cannot break up even if the total energy
would end up smaller. Although the metamorphosis of Fig.
7!a" into Fig. 7!b" lowers the energy, condition 3 states that
the vortices in Fig. 7!b" are different than those in Fig. 7!a".
Moreover, according to conditions 1 and 2, there are no
spontaneous chemical reactions that can occur to make the
components in Fig. 7!b" out of those in Fig. 7!a". Thus, at
zero temperature, composite vortices besides the ones with
charges listed in Eq. !70", whose energy indices seem to be
too big, can still be stable.

The vortex molecule made up of !A ,0"! !A ,0" is an ex-
ample of a metastable vortex; it is not one of the absolutely
stable charges !2" ,0"3 in Eq. !70" because its charge is the
same as the net charge of the three field-aligned point vorti-
ces ! 2"

3 , 2"
3 "3! ! 2"

3 ,! 4"
3 "3! ! 2"

3 , 2"
3 "3. The energy index of the

molecule is 2!12"+02 $see Eq. !52"% while the energy index
of the three point vortices is smaller, 1

3 + 2
3 + 1

3 . Nevertheless,
since these three vortices are not present in the core of the
original vortex the decay cannot occur spontaneously.

At nonzero temperature, a molecule such as this, which
satisfies the binding criteria but does not have a stable

FIG. 7. Breakup of a molecule !a" which satisfies the binding
criteria, but whose charge is not absolutely stable, into other com-
posite vortices !b". If Q=Q3Q2Q1 and IE!Q"# IE!Q1"+ IE!Q2"
+ IE!Q3" then this process conserves charge and releases energy, but
the breakup may still not occur spontaneously. If the component
vortices in !b" are different from the component vortices in !a", then
the vortices making up Q1, Q2, and Q3 would have to be produced
in a “chemical” reaction from the components of Q.
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charge, will only be metastable because a sequence of fu-
sions and fragmentations can in principle transform Fig. 7!a"
into Fig. 7!b". Some subsets of the original component vor-
tices can fuse and the fused vortices can each break up into
some other vortices. These would regroup into clusters each
of which has a charge compatible with the magnetic field.
Then each cluster would go its own way. !The fusion and
fragmentation steps might sometimes happen more than
once." Conditions 1 and 2 ensure that at least one of the
intermediate steps would be opposed by the Coulomb poten-
tial, but the final energy would decrease since the energy
index decreases. The vortex molecule will be long lived be-
cause its components do not know that the hard effort of
fusing will allow them to change into vortices which can
separate.

Trial and error yields a couple of ways in which the
!A ,0"! !A ,0" bound state can break up. One possibility be-
gins with the two-component vortices coalescing,

!A,0" ! !A,0" ! !! id,0" ! /R,
2"

3
0 ! /R,

2"

3
0 ! /R,!

4"

3
0 .

!74"

The other begins when one of the components breaks up

!A,0" ! !A,0" ! */R!1,!
2"

3
0 ! /Q,

2"

3
0+ ! !A,0"

! /R!1,!
2"

3
0 ! */Q,

2"

3
0 ! !A,0"+ .

!75"

In the first process, the two vortices come together, increas-
ing the kinetic energy in accordance with condition 2 $as
shown by calculating the IE’s and substituting into Eq. !54"%.
The resulting vortex breaks up into three vortices which can
separate from each other because they are compatible with
the magnetic field. The increase in energy during the first
stage is given by Es1!Einit="

n0)2

m ln
Lq

ac
, where Es1="

n0)2

m IE

3!!id ,0"ln R
ac

is the energy of the intermediate vortex. Ther-
mal fluctuations have a chance of driving the !A ,0"’s to-
gether, in spite of the energy increase Es1!Einit.

In the second process, Eq. !75", the !A ,0" vortex first
splits up into two vortices. The first of these, !R!1 ,! 2"

3 ", is
compatible with the Zeeman field and can leave. The remain-
ing two vortices stay bound because Q is a rotation around
the wrong order 3 axis. In this process the energy increases
during the initial fragmentation, according to condition 1. To
check this, note that the energy of the intermediate state is

Es2 = "
n0)2

m 7*IE/R!1,!
2"

3
0

+ IE/Q,
2"

3
0 + IE!A,0"+ln

L

ac

+ IE!! id,0"ln
R

L8 !76"

and the energy barrier is

Es2 ! Einit = "
n0)2

m
*IE/R!1,!

2"

3
0 + IE/Q,

2"

3
0

! IE!A,0"+ln
L

ac
=

"n0)2m

6
ln

L

ac
. !77"

This energy barrier is lower than Es1!Einit, so Eq. !75" is a
more common breakup route. !In a finite condensate, ther-
mally excited breakups can be observed only if a vortex mol-
ecule is somehow prevented from wandering to the boundary
of the condensate and annihilating before it can decay."

These two examples illustrate the meaning of the binding
conditions. Conditions 1 and 2 ensure that fragmentation and
fusion processes cannot happen spontaneously. The third
condition simply points out that vortex clusters such as
!A ,0"2! !B ,0"2 will not be stable because the components
can sort themselves into field-aligned groups and break up
without any thermal assistance.

The second condition can be difficult to check for a com-
posite vortex with three or more subvortices. One must con-
sider subsets of every size and check that they cannot lower
their energy by collapsing all at once into one vortex. An
example is the set of three vortices !A ,0"3 discussed at the
end of Sec. IV B. An even more counterintuitive complica-
tion is that, because of the noncommutative behavior of the
combination rules, more complicated fusion processes can
occur. A vortex can change its type by circling around one
vortex so that it can fuse with another vortex !see Appendix
B". For a bound state of many vortices there will be many
possibilities for how the components meander around each
other before some of them fuse. To test condition 3, one also
has to enumerate all possible wanderings.

A mathematical consequence of this discussion is that
there is a solution to the time-independent Gross-Pitaevskii
equation for each set of vortex topologies that satisfy the
binding conditions. An approximate wave function such as
Eq. !61" will relax to an exact solution without any change in
its topology. The topology cannot change because the energy
of the initial configuration is less than the energy of the states
at the tops of the barriers it needs to cross. !Though we have
not calculated the energy of these intermediate states pre-
cisely, any errors are small compared to the logarithmic bar-
rier height."

VI. ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES

Now we can construct some other, more interesting, ex-
amples !see Table I". We will use the algebra of the group of
vortex charges to find molecules whose net charge is inter-
esting in different ways and we will use the energy index to
test whether they are stable.

The parameter c will be less than 4 for some of these
examples, so that an order-2 axis of the tetrahedron will line
up with the z axis when it is in its ground state. The aligned
topologies have the forms !"n ,2"m"2, as described in Sec.
III B. Of these, the only absolutely stable topologies are
6!" ,0"2 and 6!0,2""2 $and !6" , 62""2 are ambiguous
cases%.
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A. Doubly-quantized pure phase vortex

First let us find a vortex molecule whose phase winds by
4". In single-component condensates, such vortices are usu-
ally unstable; one has been observed to break up, maybe into
an entwined pair of 2" vortices.36 If phase and spin textures
were completely independent of one another, doubly-
quantized vortices would not be any more stable in the cyclic
condensates, but fractional circulations are “bound” to cer-
tain spin textures !see Sec. III B". If we assume the vortex
!R ,! 4"

3 " is stable !at the end of Sec. V A we could not de-
cide", then a doubly-quantized vortex can occur in a cyclic
condensate when c.4. It consists of the three parts

/P!1,
4"

3
0/Q!1,

4"

3
0/R!1,

4"

3
0 . !78"

The phase changes by 4" while the orientation of the tetra-
hedron does not change at infinity as we can check using the
coordinate system from Fig. 2!b". The three group elements
are

P!1 =
1
2

$1 + i!0x ! 0y ! 0z"% ,

Q!1 =
1
2

$1 + i!0x + 0y + 0z"% ,

R!1 =
1
2

$1 + i!0z ! 0x ! 0y"% ,

and their product is the identity.
Let us now check as many of the conditions for binding as

we can so far. Condition 1 is not easy to check because
!P!1 , 4"

3 " has the same charge and energy index as
!R , 2"

3 "! !Q , 2"
3 ", so the single vortex and the pair have ener-

gies differing by a finite amount. An accurate solution for the
spin texture around the pair is needed to determine the sign
of the energy difference. In fact the stability of !P!1 , 4"

3 "
might depend on the value of c. Let us therefore hope that
condition 1 is satisfied. Condition 3 is clear since the aligned
vortices are order-2 vortices when c.4. To check condition
2, let us first consider whether one of the pairs of vortices in
the trio can coalesce. Using conservation of topological
charge helps to avoid enumerating all the ways the vortices
can braid around each other. If the first two vortices have
coalesced into a vortex !X , 8"

3 " !after some permutation" and
the third vortex, by winding around the other two vortices as
they collapsed, has changed to !Y!1 , 4"

3 ", then

!XY!1,4"" = !id,4"" !79"

by conservation of charge. Hence X=Y. Also, braiding one
vortex between other vortices can only conjugate its group
element. Therefore, Y, like R, is a counterclockwise rotation
through 120°. Since X=Y, the rotation part of the coalesced
vortex !X , 8"

3 " also is a 120° turn and thus the energy index
of this coalesced vortex is 23 !1 /3"2+ !4 /3"2=2, which is
greater than the sum of the energy indices of the two vortices
which formed it. Therefore the two vortices cannot coalesce
spontaneously. !This argument can be generalized to any trio

of vortices $1 ,$2 ,$3 each of which commutes with the net
charge $. Fusing two of the vortices gives the same result
!up to conjugacy" no matter how the vortices are mixed
around first, so braiding cannot make a repulsive interaction
between two vortices into an attractive one." The justification
of condition 2 is completed by noting that the three vortices
cannot coalesce simultaneously because IE!0,4""
# IE!P!1 , 4"

3 "+ IE!Q!1 , 4"
3 "+ IE!R!1 , 4"

3 ".

B. Vortex molecule which is stable

We now return to the assumption c#4 and show that
there is an absolutely stable vortex with charge !! 4"

3 , 2"
3 "3,

answering the question raised at the beginning of Sec. V D.
The two point vortices

/!
2"

3
,!

2"

3
0

3
! /!

2"

3
,
4"

3
0

3
!80"

have the same energy index and topology as a vortex of
charge !! 4"

3 , 2"
3 "3. Therefore, it is unclear whether a point

vortex of this latter charge could lower its energy by break-
ing up. But there is a vortex molecule with the same charge
whose energy is lower by a large !but still finite" amount than
the energy

"n0)2

m ! 1
3 + 2

3 "ln R
ac

of the pair. This molecule is
formed of the two lowest energy fragments that ! !4"

3 , 2"
3 "3

9!R!2 , 2"
3 " could break up into in the absence of a magnetic

field

/!
4"

3
,
2"

3
0

3
9 /R!2,

2"

3
0 ! /Q,

2"

3
0 ! !A,0" . !81"

In a magnetic field, the two vortices will still move apart a
distance of about Lq, decreasing the energy by

;E = *IE/R!2,
2"

3
0 ! IE/Q,

2"

3
0 ! IE!A,0"+"n0)2

m
ln

Lq

ac

=
1
6

n0")2

m
ln

Lq

ac
. !82"

The resultant molecule has a lower energy than the pair of
unbound vortices in Eq. !80", since the breakup in Eq. !80"
lowers the energy by only an amount on the order of the
magnetic core energies !if it does lower the energy". The
molecule is therefore absolutely stable.

To take another point of view, in a computer simulation,
one might impose the topology !! 4"

3 , 2"
3 "3 far away and

minimize the energy. The wave function obtained then has an
asymmetric structure: it has two “singularities” with topolo-
gies !Q , 2"

3 " and !A ,0" at a distance of order Lq. By contrast,
when the topology imposed at a boundary corresponds to an
unstable vortex, the ground state has singularities whose
spacing is on the order of the size of the system R, e.g., for a
scalar condensate one might try to impose %!R ,/"='n0e2i/.
The spacing of the vortices in the energy minimizing wave
function grows with R, reflecting the fact that these vortices
would repel each other to infinity in an infinite condensate.
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C. ‘‘Bound state’’ of no vortices

The final example shows that tetrahedral point vortices
are not necessary to hold a composite core together—there is
a “composite” vortex which does not contain any tetrahedral
cores for both c.4 and c#4.

The necessity of using SU2 instead of SO3 is the biggest
surprise to come out of the theory of vortex charge. While an
&=2" vortex cannot relax, an &=4" “vortex” can relax con-
tinuously to a uniform state in the absence of a magnetic
field. This relaxation process is described by

%!/;t" = e!i/!Fx sin "t+Fz cos "t"e!iFz/'n0'0, !83"

as the time t runs from 0 to 1. !'0 is an arbitrary cyclic
spinor."

On the other hand the group Gq= 2!& ,*"3 used to describe
aligned charges distinguishes even charges for which & dif-
fers by multiples of 4": the rotational symmetries of the
Hamiltonian form a circle, which has to be completely un-
wound into a line in order to give different names to all pairs
of topologically distinct charges. Therefore the aligned
charges are not a subset of the tetrahedral charges. Instead,
there is a many-to-one mapping from aligned to tetrahedral
charges Q!Gq!r!Q"!G describing what the aligned
charge Q evolves into when the anisotropy is turned off. !See
Ref. 60 for a discussion of the relationships between topo-
logical charges as symmetry is reduced."

The tetrahedral charges $i of the components of a mol-
ecule determine only r!Q", as Eq. !36" implies. In general

r!Q" = .
i

$i. !84"

For a given set of component charges, Eq. !36" determines
only m!mod 6" and ! m

3 +n". In particular, a vortex with no
tetrahedral vortices in it may have Q= !4" ,0"2,3.

In fact, suppose c#4 and imagine bringing four ! 2"
3 , 2"

3 "3
and two ! 2"

3 ,! 4"
3 "3 vortices together. When these four vorti-

ces are close enough together, they behave as tetrahedral
vortices and they annihilate since R6= id. The vortex field at
infinity cannot relax via Eq. !83" because &=4" is conserved
at nonzero q, so a coreless vortex must remain.

Equation !83" can be reused to describe this vortex’s
qualitative form. We replace the time coordinate by a func-
tion of the radius to give a singularity-free spin texture that
winds through 4" at infinity

% = %&/;
1

1 + / r

Lq
02( . !85"

This vortex is not absolutely stable since two !2" ,0"2,3’s
have a smaller energy, but it is obviously metastable—there
are no vortices in the core to break apart. The vortex can
only break up if thermal energy causes a vortex-antivortex
pair to nucleate in the core. A pair of &= 62" vortices ini-
tially attracts each other but if the thermal fluctuations pull
them to opposite sides of the core the nonlinear coupling
with the background field switches this force from attractive
to repulsive and the vortex decays.

VII. CREATING AND OBSERVING VORTEX MOLECULES

If an atom whose ground state is cyclic can be found !or
simulated", one can study the cyclic phase in an experiment
even without perfectly canceling the earth’s magnetic field
by studying vortex-molecule cores. Let us discuss the condi-
tions under which these Zeeman-effect bound states might be
observed and the methods one can use for observing them.
First of all, we must assume that q-+n0 in order to justify
neglecting q near the tetrahedral vortices and to justify the
perturbation theory of Sec. IV A. This is not just a technical
assumption: above a certain magnetic field the component
vortices probably merge. To estimate the maximum magnetic
field note that q is related to the hyperfine splitting AHF via

#q# =
,B

2B2

8AHF
, !86"

for rubidium and sodium atoms,3 and similar relations hold
for other atoms. Also note that the spin-independent interac-
tion is

& =
4")2

ma
, !87"

where a-50 Å is an average of the scattering lengths cor-
responding to different net spins and that the spin-dependent
interaction is

+ =
4")2;a

m
, !88"

where ;a-1 Å !Refs. 44 and 46" depends on the differ-
ences between the scattering lengths.11 The condition for our
analysis to be applicable, q-n0+, therefore implies

B - BMax -
1

,B
'AHF

)2n0;a

m
, !89"

about 0.1 G for a condensate of rubidium atoms with density
n0=531014 /cc.

In order to observe vortex-bound states, one might start
with a condensate prepared with a spin order other than the
ground state and then watch it evolve as in Ref. 8. Thermal
!and less importantly, quantum" noise will produce perturba-
tions that grow exponentially, producing complicated pat-
terns. If the magnetic field is small enough, vortex-bound
states might be found after some time. One could also take a
more deliberate approach, choosing tetrahedral vortex types
and imprinting them as in Ref. 34 or 61. One can then ob-
serve the vortices’ dynamics.

In fact, identifying the vortices that appear in a spinor
condensate is difficult because they have nearly the same
density as the rest of the condensate.62 One thus has to mea-
sure something about the spins to observe the vortices. Two
possibilities have already been invented. One can either mea-
sure the magnetization field as in Ref. 8 or use Stern-Gerlach
separation to measure the density of the different spin spe-
cies.

One cannot observe the magnetization direction varying
around a vortex in the cyclic phase as one can in the ferro-
magnetic phase studied in Ref. 8. There is no magnetization
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$see Eq. !50"% except inside the core, where the order param-
eter leaves the ground-state space M. But measuring the
magnetic moment in the core of a vortex helps to determine
the topological charge of the vortex. Any vortex one might
have to identify involves a rotation about an arbitrary axis n̂!
as in Eq. !25" or the more convenient Eq. !26". The latter
description starts with a vortex whose rotation axis is
special—say it is parallel to ẑ—and applies some overall
rotations to it.

For example, a vortex of type !R , 2"
3 " is described accord-

ing to Eq. !26" by

%!r,/" = D!R"ei/3!1+Fz"/'n0/ f!r"'1
3

,0,0,g!r"'2
3

,00T

= D!R"'n0/ f!r"ei/'1
3

,0,0,g!r"'2
3

,00T

, !90"

where f!r" and g!r" are appropriate functions approaching 1
at infinity and R is a rotation that moves n̂=!ẑ to n̂!. If n̂!
= n̂=!ẑ, then R is the identity, so mx!r"=my!r"=0 and

mz!r,/" = %!r,/"†Fz%!r,/" =
2
3

$f!r"2 ! g!r"2%n0. !91"

Hence, the magnetization is parallel to the symmetry axis
and is given by m= 2

3n0$g!r"2! f!r"2%n̂. Applying an arbitrary
reorientation R changes the magnetization axis and the sym-
metry axis in the same way, so the general result is

m =
2
3

n0$g!r"2 ! f!r"2%n̂!. !92"

The magnetization inside the core can be found by noting
that the top component of the vortex Eq. !90" must vanish at
r=0 in order to be continuous,

f!0" = 0. !93"

Since & is much larger than + and :, the density of atoms
will be almost uniform across the whole vortex and hence
1
3 f!r"2+ 2

3g!r"211. Equation !93" therefore implies

g!0" 1'3
2

. !94"

Hence the core magnetization, Eq. !92", is approximately
n0n̂!; the atoms have a single unit of hyperfine spin in the
direction of the vector from the center to the fixed vertex of
the rotating tetrahedra near vortex the core.63 The inverse
vortex, !R!1 ,! 2"

3 ", has the same core magnetization !it does
not change sign". On the other hand, similar arguments show
that !R ,! 4"

3 " will have a magnetization approximately equal
to !2n0n̂! at the core center because, in this case, the m=
!1 component of the spinor has the phase winding before
D!R" is applied. The third stable vortex type, !A ,0", will not
have any magnetization in its center. Thus, measuring the
magnetization reveals vortices of order 3 but does not distin-
guish between vortices and antivortices and does not even
indicate the presence of an order 2 vortex. !Measuring the
magnetization gives enough information to observe the vor-
tex molecule in Sec. VI A." Another difficulty is that the

cores are small: only about 1 ,m across. However, one
could first allow the condensate to expand in the transverse
direction so that the atomic interactions decrease. The vortex
cores would expand; as in experimental observations of vor-
tices in single-component condensates, the depleted region in
f or g !whichever corresponds to the component of the trans-
formed spinor with the phase winding" would fly apart. A
magnetized ring would form at the edge of the core where
the atoms of one magnetization accumulate more than the
atoms of the other.

The Stern-Gerlach method gives more information about
the vortices. Spin vortices produce observable patterns in the
condensates’ Stern-Gerlach images. These images capture
separately the density of atoms in each of the five compo-
nents of the spinor as functions of position. In these density
profiles each vortex !aside from pure phase vortices" will be
ornamented by radiating density ripples as illustrated in Fig.
8. While a vortex in a condensate of a single type of atom
does not show any density modulation !unless the conden-
sate interferes with a second condensate, see, e.g., Ref. 64",
interference between the f and g components of the spinor
occurs as a result of the unitary transformation changing the
quantization axis from the vortex’s rotation axis n̂! to the
magnetic field direction. For the vortex described by Eq.
!90", the density of atoms with Fz=m is given by

n!r,/,m"
n0

= :Dm2!R"'1
3

f!r"ei/ + Dm,!1!R"'2
3

g!r":2

= am + bm cos!/ ! /m" , !95"

where am ,bm are constants outside the vortex cores, since
f!r" and g!r" approach 1. If the n̂! axis happens to line up
exactly with the axis of the Stern-Gerlach field, then there
are no radial “interference fringes.” However, the tetrahedral
vortices in a composite vortex tend to interact so as to favor
tilted axes n̂!, as illustrated by the qualitative wave function
in Sec. V $see Eq. !65"%.

Both the order 3 and order 2 vortices will be identifiable
with the help of the Stern-Gerlach images. One can deduce
the types of the vortices and their axes n̂! $which are en-

FIG. 8. Densities in the five spinor components around an
order-3 vortex, with a randomly oriented local axis n̂!. On the left is
the pattern one might observe experimentally; the lighter regions
correspond to regions with fewer atoms. On the right are plotted the
percentage of atoms for each value of Fz at some fixed distance
from the vortex core. The phases and amplitudes of these oscilla-
tions should help to determine the direction of the local axis.
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coded in D!R"% by measuring the average magnitudes, am, of
the densities together with the amplitudes bm and offsets /m
of the density modulations. $An order 2 vortex will have
cos 2/ and sin 2/ Fourier modes in addition to the terms
given in Eq. !95".% A possible difficulty with this method
arises because, once the five spin components are separated
in space, the density oscillations in each of them are no
longer stable. The ensuing dynamics in the clouds could mix
the atoms up. Distinguishing among vortices with the same
rotation but different phase winding numbers, such as !R , 2"

3 "
and !R ,! 4"

3 ", is not possible with this method without resolv-
ing the cores.

One would also hope to check some predictions about the
size and charges of the bound states. One can select clusters
of vortices in an image of the condensate !if there are not too
many vortices" and use the methods just discussed to identify
the vortex charges and check that each cluster satisfies Eq.
!36". Additionally, a sign that the vortex clusters are actually
bound states is that the bound state size depends in the right
way on the magnetic field. For the cyclic phase, Eq. !10" can
be expressed in terms of the scattering lengths as

Lq - 'n0;a
)2

mq
for cyclic phase. !96"

Atoms whose ground state is cyclic may be difficult to find
!87Rb is likely to be polar,44 though it may be possible to
adjust the interaction parameters by applying light fields".
The general method of this paper can also be applied to
spin-3 condensates !see Ref. 65", as well as to spin-1 con-
densates and pseudospin-1

2 condensates as already studied by
Refs. 17 and 18. For these phases the orientation dependence
of the energy is a direct consequence of the Zeeman effect
!unlike in the cyclic phase, see Sec. IV A", so Vef f -qn0.
Hence

Lq -
)

'mq
for phases with Vef f ( q . !97"

Since q=
,B

2B2

8AHF
, the size of the molecules in the cyclic phase is

proportional to 1
B2 and the size of molecules in phases with

Vef f (q is proportional to 1
B .

The size of the condensate must be several times larger
than a vortex molecule at BMax in order to see the size varia-
tion. The smallest vortex molecule occurs at around BMax

$see Eq. !89"% and has a size of Lq!BMax"- 1
';an0

-ac, which
is the same as the typical size of the component cores, ac.
This is of order 1 ,m.

Because the size of the molecule at BMax is the same as
the size of the vortices making it up, vortex molecules prob-
ably undergo transitions at fields close to BMax !see Fig. 9".
Absolutely stable vortex molecules, such as example 3 in
Table I, will be compressed so that the cores coincide and the
vortex might become rotationally symmetric at a finite field.
Once the components’ cores overlap a little bit, being slightly
offset might not lead to significant savings in kinetic energy.
On the other hand, when the vortices in a metastable mol-
ecule are squeezed together, they form an unstable tetrahe-
dral vortex so they cannot survive anymore.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have illustrated how a hierarchy in an order-parameter
space can cause vortices to form molecules. Hierarchy can be
created in the cyclic phase by applying a weak magnetic
field. Such a field produces an anisotropic potential for the
tetrahedron describing the cyclic phase and leads to a transi-
tion between phases with order-2 and order-3 symmetries
!see Fig. 2", which consequently have different types of vor-
tex molecules.

Vortex molecules can be understood using just qualitative
group theory and energy estimates. They illustrate visually
the relationship between the symmetries with and without
the magnetic field, as the binding criteria $see Eq. !36" and
Sec. V C% emphasize. The component vortices correspond to
symmetries of the more symmetric phase at B=0. The exter-
nal field of the vortex will behave as one expects for a non-
zero magnetic field. The core grows in size as 1

B2 as the
magnetic field is decreased.

Most surprisingly, high-energy defects can be long lived.
In a system that can have topological defects, the defects
with higher charges can break up into smaller charges while
lowering their energy and the most conservative assumption
is that the higher-charge defects will not be seen !unless they
are pinned by a wire, for example". However, in weak mag-
netic fields, the cores are simple enough that we can be sure
that some of the defects with big charges will be long lived.
Doubly-quantized spin-current vortices !and maybe also
charge-current vortices" are metastable, for example !see
Sec. VI". Table I lists all the vortex molecules discussed.

The component vortices are subject to the approximate
generalization of Coulomb’s law $see Eq. !54"%. When these
forces are repulsive, the vortex molecule is stable at zero
temperature. But a molecule can break up when thermal fluc-
tuations overcome these repulsions. The possible breakup
“channels” for a metastable vortex are reminiscent of decay
processes in nuclear physics. $In practice, the molecules
probably will not survive long enough for “ultracold fusion”
!or fission" to happen.% The breakup channels can be found
by trial and error, keeping in mind the topological conserva-

L

3
1

4

B

FIG. 9. The evolution of vortex molecules as the magnetic field
is increased. The three curves illustrate how the sizes of the mol-
ecules from Table I, for c#4, might change as the strength of the
magnetic field is increased. The sizes decrease as 1

B2 . At a certain
magnetic field, an absolutely stable vortex might become rotation-
ally symmetric !molecule 3". Metastable vortices will become un-
stable when a certain magnetic field is reached, indicated by the x’s
terminating the curves corresponding to molecules 1 and 4.
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tion laws, as illustrated in Sec. V D. Molecule 1 is most
likely to break up into a vortex atom and a stable vortex
molecule $see Eq. !75"%.

We can predict a variety of phenomena involving vortex-
bound states, even though we have not made detailed calcu-
lations, because the cyclic phase has so many symmetries.
More accurate calculations of the vortex fields and energies
would address other interesting questions, such as the fol-
lowing two. First, we would like to understand tetrahedral
vortices without magnetic fields better. For example, the
rough estimates are not always sufficient to determine
whether a vortex is absolutely stable or not. The stability of
vortex 2 in the table hinges on this issue. The component
!R ,! 4"

3 " can break up into a pair of vortices which do not
have a long-range interaction !see Sec. V A": the energy in-
dex estimate shows that the energy changes by a finite
amount when the fragments are separated, but whether the
change is positive or negative is not clear. Also, the “conser-
vative hypothesis” that tetrahedral vortices are either abso-
lutely stable or else will decay spontaneously may not be
correct. Second, can a molecule at a nonzero magnetic field
have multiple stable spatial arrangements of its components?
A more accurate understanding of the kinetic-energy land-
scape would be a starting point for answering this question.
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APPENDIX A: FINDING THE EFFECTIVE ACTION

Equation !44" is not as difficult to minimize as it appears
because of the special symmetry of '2. We must substitute
%̃='n0'2+9%̃, where

9%̃ = d'2 + aFx'2 + bFy'2 + cFz'2 + !e + if"'2t, !A1"

into the energy Vtot given by Eq. !44". The perturbation 9%̃ is
the deformation of the tetrahedron measured relative to its
body axes. Let us figure out which powers of the coefficients
a ,b , . . . to keep at each stage of calculating Vtot. This is easi-
est if one starts by completing the square in Eq. !44" to get

Vtot!%" =
1
2

&!%̃†%̃ ! n0"2 +
1
2

+!%̃†F%̃"2 +
1
2

:#%̃t
†%̃#2 !

1
2

&n0
2

! q 4
i,j=1

3

cos &i cos & j%̃
†FiFj%̃ , !A2"

where we note that the chemical potential for the cyclic state
is ,=&n0 and define :=c+. We also use F1,2,3 to stand for
Fx,y,z. We need to find the minimum of this energy only to
quadratic order in q. At the end we will find that a ,b ,c , . . .
are each linear in q. Since each of the quantities squared in
the first three terms of Vtot vanishes when a ,b ,c , . . . =0, just
the linear contributions from a ,b ,c , . . . give the potential to

quadratic order in q. The quadratic Zeeman term, since it is
multiplied by q, also is not needed beyond linear order in
a ,b ,c ,d ,e, and f .

Next find which matrix elements of '2 need to be calcu-
lated to evaluate all these contributions to the energy. When
calculating an expectation value of the form %̃†M%̃= !'n0'2

+9%̃"†M!'n0'2+9%̃", only the cross terms between the un-
perturbed part 'n0'2 and the perturbation give linear func-
tions of a ,b ,c ,d ,e, and f . For example, one cross term con-
tained in the quadratic Zeeman contribution is

%̃†FxFy%̃ 1 n0'2
†FxFy'2 + 2'n0R'2

†FxFy$!aFx + bFy + cFz

+ d"'2 + !e + if"'2t% . !A3"

Expanding this gives a sum of matrix elements such as
'2

†FxFy'2 and '2t
† FxFyFz'2. Therefore, we need only the ma-

trix elements of products of at most three F’s. Many of these
!e.g., '2

†FiFjFk'2 when i , j ,k are not all different and
'2t

† FiFj'2 when i and j are different" are equal to zero be-
cause of the 180° symmetries of '2 around the coordinate
axes. The numerical values of the few remaining ones can be
worked out quickly. Using these matrix elements to calculate
all the terms in Eq. !A2" produces an expression
Vtot!a ,b ,c ,d ,e , f , cos &1 ,cos &2 ,cos &3". Along the way,
one notices that each of the variables a ,b ,c , . . . contributes to
only one term of the energy in zero-magnetic field $the first
line of Eq. !A2"%. That is, the variables a ,b ,c determine the
magnetization, d determines the density perturbation, and e
and f determine the singlet amplitude *, e.g.,

n = n0 + 2'n0d ,

Mx = 4'n0a ,

R$*% = 2'n0e . !A4"

Finally, minimize the potential. It can be written as a sum of
independent quadratic functions of a ,b ,c ,d ,e, and f ,

Vtot = /!
1
2

&n0
2 + 2qn00 + 2&n0d2 ! 4'n0qd + 8+n0!a2 + b2

+ c2" + 4'3n0q!a cos &2 cos &3 + b cos &1 cos &3

+ c cos &1 cos &2" + 2:n0!e2 + f2" + 2q'n0$e!cos2 &1

+ cos2 &2 ! 2 cos2 &3" + '3f!cos2 &1 ! cos2 &2"% .

!A5"

!Note that the second term, 2qn0, is the first-order contribu-
tion of the Zeeman energy, which is independent of orienta-
tion."

Minimizing each quadratic !which gives a=
!

'3q
4+'n0

cos &2 cos &3 , . . ." and combining the results together
with the help of Eq. !42" give
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Vef f = !
1
2

&n0
2 + 2qn0 ! 2

q2

&
+

q2

:
!

3q2

4+
+ /3q2

4+
!

3q2

:
0

3!cos &1
4 + cos &2

4 + cos &3
4" . !A6"

All the constant terms can be dropped to give Eq. !5". Note
that the magnetization varies with the orientation of the tet-
rahedron $as can be checked by substituting the optimal val-
ues for a ,b ,c into the magnetization, Eq. !A4"%. In particular,
the c#4 ground state with cos &1 ,cos &2 ,cos &3= 6 1

'3 has a
small magnetization, m= = q

+'3 !1,1 ,1"; since this has been
calculated from %̃, it is the magnetization relative to the body
axes. Comparing this to the magnetic field relative to the
body axes, B!cos &1 ,cos &2 ,cos &3"= B

'3 !1,1 ,1", shows that
the magnetization is either parallel or antiparallel to the mag-
netic field.

The effective potential allows us to eliminate the six most
rigid degrees of freedom corresponding to a ,b ,c ,d ,e, and f;
the purpose is to make vortex textures easier to describe by
concentrating on the rephasing and rotation angles as a func-
tion of position. The wave function in Eq. !16" can be pa-
rameterized in terms of Euler angles for the rotation, e.g.,
%='n0ei0Fzei>Fxei?Fzei*'2. One can check that cos &1
=sin >sin ?, cos &2=!sin > cos ?, and cos &3=cos >. The
first angle, 0, does not appear because the tetrahedron can be
rotated around the z axis without changing the angles &i.
Now, working out the kinetic energy and combining it with
the effective potential gives the “phase-and-rotation-only”
energy functional

Eef f =) ) d2r
n0)2

2m
$2!"?"2 + 2!">"2 + 2!"0"2 + !"*"2

+ 4 cos > " 0 " ?% + !c ! 4"
3q2

4c+
$cos4 > + sin4 >!sin4 ?

+ cos4 ?"% . !A7"

This can be solved !in principle" to give the textures around

sets of vortices and the relative positions of the vortices in
equilibrium. Each vortex type implies a certain type of dis-
continuity in the four angles as the core is encircled. This
expression does not seem too easy to use, but at least it
shows just the two effects we have been balancing against
one another !kinetic and anisotropy energies". The size of
vortex molecules can be found more precisely than in the
body of the paper by assuming that the two terms are com-

parable,
n0)2

mLq
2 -#c!4# q2

c+ . Hence, Lq( 1
'#c!4# . Rescaling by Lq

leads to an energy function depending only on the sign of
c!4. Therefore, in a molecule with three vortices, the angles
of the triangle they form will be independent of all the pa-
rameters, including c, even though it is dimensionless.

Equation !A7" is derived from Eq. !3" by determining
how the tetrahedra are distorted by the quadratic Zeeman
effect. But the kinetic energy also causes distortions of the
wave function from the perfect tetrahedral form and it seems
possible that these distortions could lead to kinetic effects in
the anisotropy term and anisotropy effects in the kinetic-
energy term. However, at the lowest order, treating the two
terms independently seems correct. A simple argument for
this !neglecting the kinetic energy when finding the aniso-
tropy potential" is that the distortion due to the Zeeman term
is linear in q while the distortion due to the kinetic energy is
quadratic in q. To see this, think of an ordinary scalar vortex,
where the density varies as n0!1!

ac
2

r2 " far from the core.3 The

amount of “distortion” is !
ac

2

r2 n0. In the cyclic state, distortion
!i.e., perturbations to the spinor components that take it out
of M" implies changes in the magnetization as well as the
density. But we may assume that these distortions are still of
order

ac
2

r2 n0. The majority of the “pulp” in a molecule’s core
consists of points whose distance is of order Lq from the
actual vortex cores !the “seeds”", so the amount of distortion
can be found by substituting r=Lq from Eq. !18". Using the
relation between ac and + shows that the fractional distortion
in the “pulp” regions is of order

ac
2

r2 n0-! q
n0+ "2, to be com-

FIG. 10. Changes in the charge assigned to a moving vortex. !a" The convention for assigning vortex charges in the initial configuration.
Tethers are drawn directly from the origin to an anchor just below each vortex. As long as the tethers are moved continuously, the
correspondence between the tetrahedral state at the anchor and the standard tetrahedral state does not change, so the charges do not change.
$!b" and !c"% How the charge of vortex 2 changes when vortex 1 moves below it. Dashed lines in !a" and the dashed-dotted-dashed lines in
!c" are the tethers before and after vortex 1 moves. !b" focuses on the tether of vortex 2, showing how the original tether gets pushed to the
side by vortex 1 and is replaced by a new tether. Continuing the labeling of the tetrahedron vertices around the original path changes the
labeling of the tetrahedron just below vortex 2. Hence the charge of vortex 2 is identified differently in !c".
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pared to the deformations of order q
+n0

that result from mini-
mizing Eq. !A5".

APPENDIX B: NONCOMMUTATIVITY OF VORTEX
CHARGES

To give a complete description of charge conservation
when the charges are described by the noncommuting rota-
tions of a tetrahedron, one needs to give a rule for how to
multiply the charges of a set of vortices together to get the
net charge. A convention, which we have been using implic-
itly, is that the topological charges should be multiplied to-
gether in the same order that the vortices are arranged along
the x axis.

It seems that this definition has an awkward consequence:
does the net vortex charge jump suddenly when two of the
vortices are reordered because of the noncommutativity of
the group of charges? In Fig. 10 vortices 1 and 2 are inter-
changed between frames !a" and !c", which suggests that the
net charge changes from $3$2$1 to $3$1$2. But this deduc-
tion is incorrect and the net vortex charge is actually con-
served.

The resolution of the paradox has to do with the fact that
the charge of a vortex can only be determined up to conju-
gacy, unless one introduces a systematic convention. For ex-
ample, the charge of a 120°-rotation vortex is ambiguous—
the rotation could be either P, Q, R, or S, and there is no way
to distinguish between these because the four vertices of the
tetrahedra are indistinguishable. !Abstractly speaking, the
four rotations are conjugate elements of the group." In order
to identify the charge of each vortex, we have to choose a
routine for labeling the vertices of the tetrahedra nearby.
Here is the convention that is consistent with the rule above
for ordering the vortex charges. Take a point O far below all
the vortices in the system and connect it with lines to points
just below the vortices $see Fig. 10!a"%. Now identify the
base tetrahedron at O with the standard tetrahedron in Fig.
2!a", making a choice from among the 12 possible ways. The
labeling at O can be communicated to the tetrahedron at the
end point of each line, by copying the labeling from O to a
nearby tetrahedron on the line, and then continuing to copy
the labeling until the end of the line is reached. Now the
charge of a vortice can be identified by using the labeling of

the nearby tetrahedron to assign a letter to its rotation axis.
Now that we have a consistent convention for assigning

vortex charges, we can show that the net charge of a set of
vortices does not change when two of them are interchanged.
The trick is that the charges of the individual vortices do
change in such a way that the product charge does not
change. Between Figs. 10!a" and 10!c", vortex 2 is moved
over vortex 1. Because vortex 2’s tether gets tangled up with
vortex 1 when vortex 1 passes below it, its charge gets rede-
fined, as $1

!1$2$1. The other two vortices’ charges do not
change. The net charge, obtained by multiplying the vortex
charges from left to right, is

$3$1!$1
!1$2$1" = $3$2$1. !B1"

Thus the net charge does not change. On the other hand,
there is a sudden jump in the charge of vortex 2, but this does
not mean that the fields of tetrahedra are changing suddenly;
the vortex has just been reclassified, with a vortex charge
that is conjugate to the original charge.

Here is an interesting consequence of the noncommuting
charges: the force between a pair of vortices changes from
repulsive to attractive if a third vortex wanders between
them. In Fig. 11 one vortex !the P one" catalyzes a reaction
without touching the other two vortices involved. !Assume
the phases are 0 for the two B vortices and 2"

3 for the P
vortex." To figure out what happens, keep track of when a
vortex’s connection to the reference point !below the figure"
is interrupted by another vortex. The charge of the vortex
passing underneath is not changed and the charge of the vor-
tex on top changes to keep the total charge the same. This
information is sufficient for working out all the charges.
When P passes below the B on the right, the latter vortex
changes to a B!= P!1BP, so that the net charge is still the
same even though P has moved. !This can be used to work
out the charges: the net charge of the two vortices which
have switched has to be the same so PB!=BP and B!
= P!1BP." Next, P passes above the B on the left, and the
former vortex changes to a BPB!1 vortex. Now the SU2 ma-
trices for B and P are !i0y and

1!i0x+i0y+i0z

2 !using the axes
associated with '2". Multiplying out the charges shows that
B!=A!1. The force between the original pair of vortices !say
the P is far away at the beginning and end" is
n0)2"

mL $IE!B2 ,0"! IE!B ,0"! IE!B ,0"% and the force between the
vortices they turn into is

n0)2"

mL $IE!BA!1 ,0"! IE!A!1 ,0"
! IE!B ,0"%. !L is the distance between the vortices." The vor-
tices repel each other at first, but after P’s intervention, they
attract each other, as one sees by checking that BA!1=C and
that B2 is a 2" rotation with energy index 2 while the other
reacting charges are all " rotations, with index 1

2 .
We have been assuming that q=0, but a similar reaction

could also happen in the core of a composite vortex when
q!0; that is why one has to check all the possible ways for
vortices to wander around one another before coalescing or
before dividing into groups.

FIG. 11. Catalysis by conjugation; the vortex on the right moves
between the other two vortices changing their repulsion to
attraction.
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